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Apparel
14
Months
Promotional t-shirts generate
over 3,400 impressions in
thier lifetime and are kept an
average of 14 months!

*https://media.asicentral.com/resources/2020-Global-Ad-Impressions-Study.pdf

Apparel

00001
GILDAN® ADULT HEAVY COTTON™ T-SHIRT
There is nothing more comforting than your favorite t-shirt. This 5.3oz 100% preshrunk
cotton heavyweight t-shirt is sure to become your recipient’s favorite for years to come.

A great polo is at home in the office, at an event, or on the golf course. This comfy Under
Armour polo features textured moisture wicking fabric and anti-odor technology so your
team will look and stay fresh in any setting.

Color(s): Assorted

Color(s): Assorted

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

1: $40.00

00003
QUARTER-ZIP COTTON BLEND SWEATER

00004
FULL-ZIP COTTON CARDIGAN

Finally, a quarter-zip sweater that is lightweight and comfortable in all climates. This fine
gauge soft cotton blend offers impeccable styling. Perfect for the office or out on the town.

This ladies’ full zip cardigan has a flattering silhouette with a smooth and easy drape.
A clever blend of Cotton/Acrylic provides ultimate comfort. It is at home in the office worn
over a blouse or tee.

Color(s): Black, Navy, Smoke Heather

Color(s): Black, Navy, Smoke Heather

1: $43.90

1: $41.00

00005
WOMEN’S TREMBLANT KNIT JACKET
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00002
UNDER ARMOUR MENS CORPORATE RIVAL POLO

00006
CYPRESS FLEECE ZIP HOODY

Stay cozy at home or at the gym with great functional features, including thumb exits in
the sleeves, convenient pockets, and an exit port for an earbud cord.

Open the door to unique branding opportunities and excessive comfort with the Cypress
Fleece Zip Hoody. This hoody features unique branding locations including inside the back
yoke and tear-away main label.

Color(s): Assorted

Color(s): Assorted

12: $89.28 | 100: $86.26 | 150: $75.76 | 225: $67.10

12: $47.96 | 175: $46.34 | 350: $40.71 | 500: $36.05

00008
ADIDAS - SPORT T-SHIRT

Help your employees and customers stay comfy and on-brand with the Gildan Heavy
Blend™ Hooded sweatshirt. This heavy-duty classic hoody features 8oz cotton and double
stitching throughout to ensure your brand sticks around for years to come.

Stay on-trend with this 100% recycled polyester t-shirt from Adidas. The Sport T-Shirt
features UPF 50+ protection and a hydrophilic finish making it the perfect brand
companion for work or for play.

Color(s): Assorted

Color(s): Assorted

1: $17.98

1: $26.54

00009
ADIDAS - LIGHTWEIGHT QUARTER-ZIP PULLOVER
Stay on-trend with this 100% recycled polyester quarter-zip from Adidas. This lightweight
quarter-zip features UPF 50+ protection and a hydrophilic finish making it the perfect
brand companion for work or for play.
Color(s): Black, Black Heather, Collegiate Navy, Collegiate Royal, Grey Three, Power Red,
White
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00007
GILDAN - HEAVY BLEND™ HOODED SWEATSHIRT

00010
COLUMBIA - WATERTIGHT™ II JACKET
Align your brand with dependability with the Watertight™ II Jacket from the retail brand,
Columbia. This jacket features a 100% polyester fine-mesh lining, Omni-Tech™ coating,
and is fully seam sealed to keep them dry while they’re on the go.
Color(s): Black, Collegiate Navy, Columbia Grey, Graphite
1: $88.58

00011
PARAGON - LONG ISLANDER PERFORMANCE LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT

00012
THE NORTH FACE® LADIES THERMOBALL™ TREKKER JACKET

At home by the water or in the gym, the Paragon Long Islander long sleeve is a perfect
match for your brand. This light weight 100% microfiber performance polyester long
sleeve features Paragon Plus moisture management and UPF 50+ protection.

Keep your customers and employees warm and prepared with The North Face
Thermoball™ Trekker jacket. This streamlined jacket offers lightweight highly
compressible ThermoBallTM powered by Primaloft® synthetic insulation.

Color(s): Assorted

Color(s): Mid Gray, TNF Black

1: $13.40

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

1: $57.34
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00013
THE NORTH FACE® THERMOBALL™ TREKKER JACKET

00014
THE NORTH FACE® LADIES RIDGELINE SOFT SHELL JACKET

This streamlined jacket offers lightweight highly compressible ThermoBallTM powered
by Primaloft® synthetic insulation. The Trekker Jacket will align your brand with
dependability when the weather takes a turn.

Constructed of an abrasion-free and wind-resistant outer shell with a warm, technical
gridded fleece interior, the Ridgeline is the ultimate mid-weight option for your team’s
outdoor adventures.

Color(s): Mid Gray, TNF Black

Color(s): Dark Grey Heather, TNF Black

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00015
THE NORTH FACE® RIDGELINE SOFT SHELL JACKET

00016
OGIO® CALIBER 2.0 POLO

Constructed of an abrasion-free and wind-resistant outer shell with a warm, technical
gridded fleece interior, the Ridgeline is the ultimate mid-weight option for your team’s
outdoor adventures.

Accelerate beyond the limits in this high-performance polo that pays tribute to your
favorite jeans with its rounded, bar-tacked placket. Make your team stylish enough for the
office or dinner meeting with this professional yet casual polo.

Color(s): Dark Grey Heather, TNF Black

Color(s): Blacktop, Bright White, Electric Blue, Gridiron Green, Navy, Signal Red

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

1: $48.38

00017
OGIO® JEWEL LADIES’ POLO.

00018
FLEECE SCARF

Designed for women everywhere, the Jewel has a contoured fit and classic style. Available
in a host of great colors, this polo will meet your brand where it’s at with comfort and
style.

Wrap your brand in comfort and style with this versatile fleece scarf. This soft winter scarf
is made of supple polyester fleece and is the perfect companion on your trip into the office
or out for a winter stroll.

Color(s): Blacktop, Bright White, Electric Blue, Gridiron Green, Navy, Signal Red

Color(s): Black, Blue-Navy, Blue-Reflex, Gray, Red

1: $48.38

48: $7.59 | 96: $7.19 | 192: $6.79 | 432: $6.39

Crown your brand with one of the best-selling hats around; the Richardson Snapback
Trucker Cap. This classic trucker cap features a structured six-panel, mid-profile structure
with an adjustable plastic snapback.

Stand out from the crowd with this heathered 3-stripe color-block sport shirt. This 100%
polyester pique polo features a 3-button placket and 3 trendy stripes on the right sleeve to
keep it on-trend. Keep your team stylish for days with this polo.

Color(s): Assorted

Color(s): Assorted

1: $10.90

1: $53.26

00021
COLUMBIA - STEENS MOUNTAIN™ FLEECE VEST

00022
INDEPENDENT TRADING CO. - FLANNEL SHIRT

Dress up any long sleeve with this warm Fleece Vest from Columbia. This 100% polyester
MTR filament fleece features zippered hand pockets and an interior drawcord in the
bottom hem to keep the cold out when your brand is out in the world.

Keep it casual and stylish with this flannel shirt from Independent Trading Co. This classic
flannel shirt features a 5.9 oz. cotton/polyester blend fabric, double front pockets with top
flap openings, and roll-up sleeve vents.

Color(s): Black, Charcoal Heather, Collegiate Navy

Color(s): Charcoal Heather/Black, Grey Heather/Black, Olive/Black, Red/Black

1: $41.72

1: $47.64

00023
INDEPENDENT TRADING CO. - MIDWEIGHT FLEECE PANTS

00024
ADIDAS - BOLD 3-STRIPES CAP

Great brand impressions start from the bottom up. These midweight fleece pants are the
perfect way to keep your brand front and center at home and on the go. They feature one
back pocket and jersey lined hand pockets for utility on the go.

Stripes are in, so are comfy hats. Get both with this Bold 3-Stripes cap from Adidas. This
hat features a mid-crown structured fit with a snapback closure. The 3-stripe design on
this cap keeps it fresh and modern alongside your brand.

Color(s): Black, Black Camo, Forest Camo, Grey Heather, Red, White

Color(s): Assorted

1: $30.30

1: $23.00

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00020
ADIDAS - HEATHERED 3-STRIPES COLORBLOCK SPORT SHIRT
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00019
RICHARDSON - ADJUSTABLE SNAPBACK TRUCKER CAP

9

173

%

Employee engagement
increases 173% when
recognition is built into a
company’s culture.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidhsturt/2021/09/21/study-5-takeaways-organizations-need-to-know-as-they-navigate-the-next-phase-of-work/?sh=526d417b256a

00027
CLEAR GLASS SCULPTED ICE VASE
Impress your award recipients with this clear glass sculpted ice vase. This vase is made
of molded glass that has unique bubbles and ripples in it to add to the character. Just like
your employees, no two are the same, but all are worthy of praise.

Wow your recipients with a unique glass award. This award contains light and dark blue
colors on a clear base with sandblast imprinting that enshrines your team member’s
achievement for years to come. Small air bubbles and flaws are characteristic in these
unique, one of a kind, handmade items.

Color(s): Clear

Color(s): Light/Dark Blue

1: $119.80 | 3: $108.10 | 6: $96.65 | 25: $90.50

1: $119.80 | 3: $110.25 | 6: $97.00 | 25: $92.70

00029
MULTI-COLOR SWIRL ART GLASS
Dazzle your team members with this unique swirl art glass award. This colorful award is
made of layered blown glass that sits on a clear base showcasing sand blasted imprinting.
Small air bubbles and flaws are characteristic in these unique, one of a kind, handmade
items.
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00028
LIGHT & DARK BLUE ART GLASS

00030
OPTIC CRYSTAL TAPERED STAR TOWER
Let your star employees know how important they are with this Optic Crystal Star Tower
Award. This towering beauty will showcase your brand and worthy recipient in thick optic
crystal that will make them feel cherished for years to come.

Color(s): Multi Color

Color(s): Clear

1: $102.55 | 3: $94.15 | 6: $83.30 | 25: $79.30

1: $191.85 | 3: $167.50 | 6: $146.30

00031
OPTIC CRYSTAL WEDGE - MEDIUM

00032
OPTIC CLEAR CRYSTAL CUBE - SMALL

Wedge your way into your team’s heart with this powerful Optic Crystal Wedge award. This
timeless freestanding award will be showcased for years to come within your home office
or workplace.

Think outside the traditional award box with this 3D Optic Crystal Cube. This award is free
standing has a large surface for your branding to be sand blasted on the front. Cube’d be
crazy not to pick this award for your team.

Color(s): Clear

Color(s): Clear

1: $95.80 | 3: $83.95 | 6: $72.95 | 25: $69.55

1: $38.10 | 3: $34.40 | 6: $29.20 | 25: $27.20

00033
TWO-TONE CRESCENT CURVED GLASS

00034
SLANT FRONT BLACK AND CLEAR CRYSTAL OBELISK - SMALL

Add a touch of dimension and class to your awards with this Two-Tone Crescent Curved
Glass award. This award features a clear beveled curved glass with silver color-fill on the
curved glass front making your brand stand out.

Your brand and recipient will stand out well on the Pinnacle Statement Award. This award
features a slanted front on black and clear crystal. Sandblast imprint and includes silver
color-fill. It’s also available in two additional sizes.

Color(s): Black

Color(s): Black

1: $199.00 | 3: $177.00 | 6: $155.00

1: $175.95 | 3: $153.70 | 6: $134.60

00035
OPTIC CRYSTAL PALACE AWARD - SMALL

00036
BLUE AND OPTIC CRYSTAL BEVELED GLASS TOWERS
Concerned with display space? Enter the Blue and Optic Crystal Beveled Glass Tower from
the Perpetual Recognition Series. This is an excellent award for years of service, sales
goal achievement, donor recognition and so much more. Includes 1 glass bar with silver
color-fill and accommodates up to 6 total

Color(s): Clear/Blue

Color(s): Clear/Blue

1: $164.30 | 3: $150.50 | 6: $133.55

1: $199.30 | 3: $173.85 | 6: $152.65

00037
LANDING BRONZE ANTIQUE RESIN EAGLE WITH CRYSTAL TABLET

00038
SWEEPING RIBBON AWARD - SMALL

Reward talent that soars above the rest with the Landing Bronze Antique Resin Eagle with
Crystal Tablet. This unique award features a landing antique bronze resin cast eagle with
crystal tablet on oval base that anyone would be proud to display.

This award features deep carved sweeping ribbon lines in clear or with full color graphics.
It’s available in clear, blue, gold, and red and comes in small, medium, and large sizes.
Made in USA.

Color(s): Clear/Bronze

Color(s): Blue, Clear, Green, Gold, Red

1: $145.20 | 3: $131.45 | 6: $117.65 | 25: $110.25

1: $113.95 | 3: $103.45 | 6: $96.35 | 25: $87.85

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

The jury is in and this bestselling crystal award is spectacular! The Optic Crystal Palace
Award has unique angular cuts, and sharp crystal silts between two pieces of striking
royal blue glass. It’s now available in three sizes; small, medium and large.
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00039
ANNIVERSARY FREESTANDING

00040
ARCHITECTURAL SWIRL METAL FACE WALL PLAQUE

Recognize your team’s milestones and anniversaries with the Anniversary Freestanding
Award. This freestanding 5-year anniversary achievement award is an exclusive design
that comes in 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 formats, and customizable colors.

Structure your award program around this Architectural Swirl Metal Face Wall Plaque. This
plaque features an eye-catching gunmetal black plate stepped up on a swirled metal plate
on 1/2” backer plaque to lend added dimension and depth.

Color(s): Clear/Black

Color(s): Black/Silver

1: $49.45 | 3: $44.20 | 6: $39.85 | 25: $36.15

1: $112.55 | 3: $99.45 | 6: $93.25 | 25: $88.45

00041
OAKLEIGH VERT PERT/PLAQUE
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00042
GLOBE AWARD ON TALL MARBLE

Recognize years of award recipients with the Oakleigh Vert Plaque. This perpetual plaque
includes a decorated header plate and plates on a high-gloss piano finished wood plaque.

Let the world know your team stands above the rest with the Globe Award on Tall Marble.
This award features a globe paperweight on a genuine tall marble base. It includes 1-color
fill and is available in 2.375”, 3.125”, and 4” sizes.

Color(s): Rose Gold

Color(s): Clear/Marble

1: $204.00

1: $75.50

00043
SYRACUSE AWARD

00044
RUPERT CLOCK

Stun your recipients with the Syracuse Award. This award features a stunning triangular
silhouette that is sure to stand out in any setting. This award comes in 10.5”, 13.75”, and
14.75” sizes.

When it comes time to recognize your team for a job well done, impress them with the
magnificent Rupert Clock. This optical crystal clock features deep beveled cuts and a
classic mechanical clock face.

Color(s): Clear

Color(s): Clear

1: $99.50

1: $179.00

00045
DOMESTICALLY MADE CLASSIC LAPEL PIN

00046
WATERFORD® MARKHAM STACKING DECANTER & TUMBLER SET/2

Always on display, lapel pins are a great way for your team to share their achievements
and your brand in a small mobile form factor. These custom lapel pins are made domestically to spec and come in a variety of sizes, materials, shapes, and colors.

Make a statement of thanks they will never forget with this stunning stacking decanter
and tumbler set from Waterford® This barware combines traditional-style cutting with
sleek shapes for the modern entertainer and has a unique small-sized decanter that
stacks perfectly with the two tumblers. Packaged in a signature Marquis by Waterford box,
this item makes the perfect gift.

Color(s): Custom

Color(s):

250: $3.09 | 500: $2.80 | 1000: $2.59 | 2500: $2.31

1: $164.00 | 5: $160.00 | 12: $155.00 | 25: $150.00

00047
BULOVA CORPORATE COLLECTION LADIES BRACELET

00048
BULOVA CORPORATE COLLECTION MEN’S BRACELET

Reward your award recipients with a timepiece worthy of their effort with a classy watch
from the Bulova Corporate Collection. This watch features a two-tone circular dial, domed
crystal, and two-tone gold and silver finish on the watch face and band.

Reward your award recipients with a timepiece worthy of their effort with a classy watch
from the Bulova Corporate Collection. This watch features a two-tone circular dial, domed
crystal, and two-tone gold and silver finish on the watch face and band.

Color(s): Silver/Gold

Color(s): Silver/Gold

1: $124.00 | 5: $114.00 | 12: $111.00 | 25: $105.00

1: $124.00 | 5: $114.00 | 12: $111.00 | 25: $105.00

00050
ABERDEEN CERTIFICATE FRAME

Bring your brand into the picture with this modern Newcastle Frame. This aluminum frame
is available in three different photo sizes: 3.5” x 5”, 4” x 6”, and 5” x 7”.

Elegance has never been more simple and refined than the beautiful rich walnut or deep
ebony finished wood Aberdeen Certificate Frame. The white matte creates a focal point to
display the certification that your team member worked hard to earn.

Color(s): Aluminum

Color(s): Walnut, Ebony

24: $11.95 | 72: $11.50 | 144: $11.05 | 288: $10.65

6: $24.75 | 48: $23.80 | 144: $22.90 | 288: $22.05

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00049
NEWCASTLE FRAME - 4X6
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Consumers surveyed ranked
food and beverage as their
#4 favorite promotional
products to recieve.

https://ppai.org/media/5482/ppai2019consumerstudysummary.pdf
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00051
SMALL CUSTOM CHOCOLATE DELIGHT GIFT BOX
Break the boring box of chocolate mold with this Custom Chocolate Delight Gift Box. This
delicious chocolate gift box comes with 12 stock themed chocolate pieces surrounding a
creamy milk or dark chocolate custom molded centerpiece that features your logo.

00052
DESK DROP - TWIST WRAP TRUFFLES

Color(s): Black Box

These twist wrap truffles are the perfect way to wish your staff a happy Holiday Season!
This great gift is full of delicious twist wrapped truffles and comes in a fully custom box
that makes for a beautiful presentation! Each box contains 10 twist wrapped truffles.

50: $24.11 | 100: $23.41 | 250: $22.95 | 500: $22.50

50: $9.60 | 100: $9.32 | 250: $9.05 | 500: $8.78

00053
W&P PEAK POPCORN POPPER

00054
CORKCICLE® COFFEE MUG - 16 OZ.

Can’t get enough of those crunchy kernels? Inspired by self-care movie marathons and
midnight snacks, this collapsible popcorn bowl provides the immediate satisfaction of
microwave popcorn in an eco-friendly, waste-free format that the family is sure to gather
around.

Keep your employees’ and customers’ morning moment warm for hours with the CORKCICLE® Mug. This triple-insulated mug ensures that your favorite hot beverage stays toasty
for up to three hours. Every CORKCICLE® purchase helps bring clean water to people in
need through CORKCICLE’s partnership with charity: water.

Color(s): Black; Red; Navy; White

Color(s): Gloss Navy; Walnut; Matte Black; Gloss White

25: $37.60 | 50: $32.24 | 100: $25.98 | 300: $24.98

20: $55.68 | 50: $47.75 | 100: $38.48 | 300: $37.00

00055
MIIR® BOTTLE - 27 OZ.
Align your brand with on the go adventures with this modern stainless steel water bottle
from MiiR®. This 27oz. bottle features a minimalist single wall design and leakproof
lid. MiiR® gives 3% of revenue to trackable giving projects. Every MiiR® product comes
with a give code that allows you to experience the story behind your purchase. Flip.
Register. Follow.
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00056
SPIRAL-SLICED HAMS

Color(s): Black Powder; White Powder

Make your brand the talk of the table with a delicious spiral-sliced ham! These
spiral-sliced hams are fully cooked and ready-to-eat. Each ham comes with a sturdy
bamboo cutting board fire branded with your logo to leave a lasting impression.

25: $33.11 | 50: $28.39 | 100: $22.88 | 300: $22.00

6: $99.95 | 48: $98.95

Let the snacking commence! This bamboo cutting board is fire branded with your logo and
comes packed with all of the delicious snack sensations your recipient would want!

Reward your gift recipients with this classic gift box! Inside they’ll find four
bestselling treats including freshly roasted Extra Fancy Jumbo Cashews; Chocolate
Covered Almonds; Jumbo California Pistachios; and signature English Butter Toffee.
Nearly one and one-quarter pounds of delicious goodness!

6: $69.95

12: $49.95 | 48: $49.65 | 96: $48.95

00059
CHOCOLATE COVERED OREO® COOKIE
A best seller, these real Oreo cookies are drenched in smooth, premium chocolate,
and then are drizzled with contrasting stripes to create a sweet flavor sensation. Each is
individually wrapped. Ask about gift sets that include this crowd pleaser!
®

300: $2.29 | 600: $2.19

Keep your brand present in any adventure with this tumbler from Igloo. Featuring 18/8
double wall steel construction, vacuum insulation and a push-in lid, it will keep your drinks
safe and optimal for hours at a time. With lines for 1.5 oz. shots or 5 ounces of wine, you’ll
never miss the mark with this mug.
24: $22.99 | 48: $21.99 | 96: $20.99 | 240: $19.99

00060
EVORA CORK BASE CERAMIC MUG
Dress up any beverage with this beautiful yet simple ceramic mug! This mug features a
matte exterior finish, black lid with sliding closure, and a cork bottom to protect surfaces.
It comes in an ‘ugly beautiful box’ that’s environmentally friendly.
Color(s): Black; White
35: $13.88 | 100: 12.92 | 250: $10.56 | 500: $9.27

00062
NAPA STEMLESS WINE TUMBLER SET
Bring a friend and your brand into the conversation with this stemless wine tumbler set.
This set includes two 12 oz. vacuum insulated double wall Napa Stemless Wine Tumblers.
Packaged in matte black flip top gift box with foam insert and magnetic closure. Mugs can
be printed or laser etched with your logo.

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00061
IGLOO® 20 OZ. VACUUM INSULATED TUMBLER

Gift Giving

00057
DELUXE SNACKABLE SAMPLER

00058
THE CLASSIC

Color(s): Black; Graphite; Navy; Turquoise; White
25: $39.59 | 100: $37.99 | 250: $36.29 | 500: $32.99
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00063
NEWCASTLE SHERPA BLANKET
Wrap your prospects and customers in warmth (and your brand). This deluxe,
two-ply blanket is made from rich fabrics that feel exceptionally soft against your skin.
At 50” x 70”, it’s big enough to share leading to additional brand impressions.
Also available with embroidery or laser patch.

00064
BEEBOP WIRELESS HEADPHONES
Improve your work environment and conference calls with the Beebop wireless headphones. These headphones feature outside noise reduction, have a built-in microphone for
integrated call handling and text notifications.

Color(s): Navy; Ivory; Black; Light Silver

Color(s): Black

36: $56.26 | 72: $53.18 | 144: $51.12

1: $57.85 | 10: $55.21 | 25: $52.58 | 50: $49.96

00065
AQUATHUMP™ WATERPROOF SPEAKER

00066
MINI SONO™ WIRELESS SPEAKER

Take your brand by the poolside with the Aquathump™ Waterproof Speaker!
This Bluetooth® speaker is IPX7 waterproof and can be submerged in water for up to
30-minutes! The large full-color imprint area gives you room to present your brand
and message!

This mini-version of the popular Sonosphear speaker is ready to hit the road! With its
new compact design, your gift recipient can enjoy the Mini Sono’s vibrant sound quality
at home and on the road. Buy and pair two Mini Sonos together for surround sound in the
home or office!

Color(s): Black

Color(s): Black

1: $45.84 | 10: $43.09 | 25: $40.34 | 50: $39.42

1: $140.37 | 10: $122.32 | 25: $114.30 | 50: $104.28

00067
WEEKENDER BUNDLE

00068
DANVILLE DUFFEL™

The weekend is calling, and we must GO! This 4-in-1 combo bundles several best-sellers:
the Tahoe Pack, Argonot Cord, Hive Speaker, and Tenfour 2.0 power bank. Display your
brand with the sleek style and bundle of the Pack, perfect for any executive gift, new hire
kit, or a 3-day weekend getaway.

Add a touch of class and good conscience to your gift program with the Danville DuffleTM.
This bag features a water-resistant coating on the vegan leather straps and top panel.
Inside this 35L bag, you’ll find a large interior pocket, zipper and button flap closure on
top, end zippered pockets. TSA-approved carry-on.

Color(s): Black

Color(s): Green; Black

1: $190.75

1: $122.76 | 10: $116.73 | 25: $110.69 | 50: $106.67

00070
DELUXE EXECUTIVE VINTAGE LEATHER PADFOLIO

Your brand will tag along on every journey with the Mission PackTM. This comfy backpack
features an extra large interior with a padded laptop sleeve, insulated cooler pocket, and
dual-side water bottle/accessory pockets. The dual tech ports provide easy charging for all
your branded gadgets.

Align your brand with sophistication and utility with this executive leather padfolio. This
handsome padfolio comes with an 8.5” x 11” A4 paper pad inside and features both an
outside and inside zipper pocket, as well as a multi-pocket organizer inside. The outside
sash fits most tablets.

Color(s): Black

Color(s): Black; Brown

1: $105.88 | 10: $96.25 | 25: $88.55 | 50: $82.78

25: $38.89 | 50: $33.36 | 100: $29.12 | 300: $28.00

00071
COCKTAIL PARTY FOR ONE - MOSCOW MULE

00072
CUISINART® PETITE GOURMET PORTABLE GAS GRILL

Your employees will experience a lift in spirits and comradery with this virtual happy hour
kit. This kit comes inside a handy Avery zipper pouch and includes a snack mix, and all the
essentials to make a top-shelf drink... just add the spirits! Select a ribbon of your choice.

Tag along on every adventure with this portable gas grill from Cuisinart®. This grill has a
high perceived value and is sure to become a favorite. This grill features folding legs, a
grill lid latch, carry handle and spill resistant drip tray.

Color(s): Black; Natural

Color(s): Black; Red

20: $37.15 | 50: $36.07 | 100: $35.02 | 300: $34.00

6: $167.83 | 25: $158.33 | 50: $150.79 | 100: $144.99

The Patriot Cooler Tote 8 gallon is built for all of your adventures! This portable cooler
features an 8 gallon capacity, durable carry handles, tear-resistant material, and a front
pocket for small items. Patriot Coolers proudly supports our Veterans. With every purchase
a donation is made to Homes For Our Troops.

00074
REBEL WITH A CAUSE
Help mother nature while you protect your employees and customers from it with this
RPET umbrella. This 48" arc umbrella is made of 9 recycled plastic bottles and features a
steel frame, fiberglass ribs, and a bamboo handle.

Color(s): Black; Grey

Color(s): Black; Navy Blue; Red; Royal Blue

12: $59.95 | 25: $59.45 | 50: $58.95

25: $21.70 | 100: $21.60 | 250: $20.95 | 600: $20.45

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00073
PATRIOT COOLER TOTE 8 GALLON

Gift Giving

00069
MISSION PACK™
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85

%

85% of companies that offer
work-life balance programs for
their employees report
an increase in productivity.

https://www.tonerbuzz.com/blog/worklife-balance-statistics/

00075
ASOBU ON THE ROCKS KUZIE

00076
ASOBU AQUALINA

Serve up your brand “on the rocks” or “neat” with this vacuum sealed kuzie. This “On the
Rocks” Cooler fits over a stand US made Old Fashioned rocks glass (1 included). Chill out
with a nice hard drink that will remain chilled with this modern yet classy drinkware.

Stand apart from the drinkware crowd with the Aqualina tumbler. This double-walled,
vacuum-sealed insulated stainless steel drinkware keeps beverages hot or cold for hours
The slender profile at the base fits effortlessly into most vehicle cupholders.

Color(s): Black, Silver, White, Wood

Color(s): Black, Blue, Mint, Pink, Red, White

75: $18.27 | 150: $17.20 | 500: $16.13

48: $21.93 | 144: $20.20 | 288: $18.48

00077
14 OZ COFFEE MUG
Be the first thing your audience sees in the morning with this 14 oz Coffee Mug. This
beautiful 14 oz ceramic coffee mug features a colored exterior with contrasting white
interior and a large handle for comfort. It comes in a variety of fresh colors.
Color(s): Black, Lime, Midnight Blue, Ocean Blue, Orange, Purple, Red

Wrap your brand in colorful artwork and fun with this 16 oz. full color sublimated pint
glass. This glass features a 360 degree full bleed edge-to-edge wrap perfect to showcase
your brand and artwork. All on top of a #1 most popular pint glass size.

108: $4.99 | 216: $4.67 | 288: $4.37 | 576: $3.93

48: $8.50

00079
BON APPETIT SLATE CHEESE SET
Serve up some great brand impressions with this slate cheese set! The Bon Appetit acacia
wood cheese set includes a serving fork, knife and has a slate cutting and serving block
that is removable for easy cleaning.
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00078
16 OZ FULL COLOR SUBLIMATED GLASS PINT

25: $31.99 | 50: $30.99 | 100: $29.99 | 250: $28.99

00080
HERCULES NON-WOVEN GROCERY TOTE
Align your brand with dependability and durability with the Hercules Non-Woven Grocery
Tote! This tote has a large open main compartment with double 18.5 inch reinforced
handles - for Olympian like strength - and a supportive bottom board.
Color(s): Assorted
200: $2.25 | 475: $2.10 | 750: $1.95 | 1125: $1.80

00081
EOS™ LIP BALM

00082
CUSTOM 8 OZ. SCENTED TUMBLER CANDLE IN A CARDBOARD GIFT BOX

Your brand is sure to tag along on daily adventures with this lip balm from EOS™. Available
in an assortment of flavors, these lip balms are 95% organic, 100% natural, and paraben
and petrolatum free. Packed with antioxidant-rich vitamin E, soothing shea butter and
jojoba oil, keeping your lips happy!

Available in an array of warm and refreshing scents, customers will love relaxing and
unwinding with these candles after a long day. Upgrade the cardboard gift box with a
vibrant label and customize the candle with a full-color label (standard), pad print, or
the NEW full wrap screen print. Contact us for scent options.

100: $3.53 | 250: $3.33 | 500: $3.00 | 1000: $2.94

50: $9.68 | 100: $9.33 | 250: $9.22 | 500: $9.12

00083
WINE GIFT SET
Align your brand with a little rest and relaxation with this Wine Gift Set. This set
includes two 12 oz. vacuum insulated double wall Napa Stemless Wine Tumblers and
25 oz. vacuum insulated stainless steel double wall Santa Fe Wine Growler. Packaged in
premium matte black two piece gift box with foam insert.

00084
BUDGET 3 PC. BBQ SET
Bring your brand into the grillside conversations with this Budget 3 pc. Grill BBQ Set.
This set includes a spatula, fork and tongs packed in a durable 600D Polyester case with
zipper closure, front pocket, and polyester web handles.
Color(s): Black

25: $56.39 | 90: $54.09 | 150: $51.69 | 200: $46.99

25: $13.89 | 75: $13.39 | 150: $12.79 | 300: $12.29

00085
ULTIMATE RESISTANCE BAND FITNESS SET

00086
BLUE LIGHT BLOCKING GLASSES

Bring health and wellness into your strategy this year with this Resistance Band Fitness
Kit. This kit includes, 5 resistance bands, 2 handles, 2 ankle straps, a door anchor/
mount inside a polyester storage pouch. Instructions included (for both using components,
door mount, and exercises).

Protect your eyes from eye straining blue light with these BLUEBLOCKERS. These glasses
block 25% of blue light and are light weight for all day comfort. The blue blockers are a
practical giveaway item for new hire kits, offices, libraries, law firms, and more!
CPSIA Tested.

Color(s): Black

Color(s): Clear, Black

25: $23.99 | 50: $22.99 | 150: $21.99 | 300: $20.99

150: $2.60

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

Color(s): Black, Graphite, White
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00087
ARCTIC ZONE® REPREVE® RECYCLED LUNCH COOLER
This lunch cooler is made of Repreve Exterior Materials made from recycled plastic
bottles and features an insulated, zippered large main compartment, high density thermal
insulation, and an Ultra Safe® leak proof lining with Microban® to help protect against
bacterial odors and stains.
®

Tumble on down to brand town with this branded Tumble Tower game. This classic game
features 48 wood blocks in non-woven polypropylene bag . Rated for ages 6 and up, it’s
sure to gather family and friends around your brand.

Color(s): Grey

Color(s): Black/Natrual

36: $21.40 | 70: $20.55 | 140: $19.71 | 250: $18.85

48: $12.90 | 144: $12.25 | 288: $12.01 | 528: $11.80

00089
ASOBU COLD BREW COFFEE MAKER
Align your brand with winning with this Cold Brew Coffee Maker that was recognized
by Oprah as a top ten product of the year and that took the number 1 award at the
Europe Coffee Fest. This portable brewer features an innovative brewing method that
combines coarse coffee grounds, cold water and a long steeping time. The resulting
coffee is delicious and versatile and can be enjoyed anywhere cold or hot.
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00088
FUN ON THE GO GAMES - TUMBLE TOWER

00090
LOTUS BOUND FOLDABLE YOGA MAT
Take health, wellness, and your brand on the go with this Foldable Yoga Mat. This 24” W x
67” mat folds down to 12” W x 10” H x 2” D for easy transport. The 4mm textured PVC is
durable and easy to clean.

Color(s): Black, Copper, Silver, Wood, White

Color(s): Black, Lime, Royal

25: $68.22 | 50: $61.31 | 100: $57.86

12: $39.24 | 50: $34.13 | 250: $28.87 | 500: $25.43

00091
STICK AND STONE™ COASTER SET

00092
GAMES KIT™ SIGNATURE COLLECTION

Contrasting surfaces collide to create this Stick & Stone Coaster Set, a gorgeous addition
to your employees’ desktop or coffee table. These durable coasters showcase your brand
well and have a light eco friendly feel.

Pass the time with this portable games kit! Included in this customizable gift tin are luxe
dominoes, dice, and playing cards. This kit is easy to bring on road trips or flights for game
night no matter where your recipients find themselves.

Color(s): Bamboo

Color(s): Black

1: $21.56 | 10: $17.64 | 25: $16.67 | 50: $15.68

1: $45.08 | 10: $41.16 | 25: $35.28 | 50: $31.36

00093
ELLISTON BLANKET™

00094
AUDEN BAMBOO LAP DESK

Your brand will bundle up in the Elliston Blanket! Made from a comfortable and warm wool
blend, this portable blanket fits inside simplistic vegan leather carrier.

Find comfort working from anywhere. This bamboo work surface has vented trays that
allow proper ventilation and fits up to a 15” laptop. The integrated simulated leather
mouse pad and built in phone dock will keep you productive anywhere.

Color(s): Green, Black

Color(s): Bamboo

1: $92.13 | 10: $90.16 | 25: $86.25 | 50: $84.28

8: $83.32 | 25: $71.46 | 50: $62.38 | 100: $59.98

00095
SOAPBOX® CLEANSE & SOOTHE GIFT SET

00096
IGLOO® SIERRA INSULATED SHOPPER

Give the unique and thoughtful gift of soap! This gift set features Soapbox™ liquid hand
soap and hand lotion inside a recycled cotton mini tote. Thoughtfully crafted, all products
are vegan, paraben free, cruelty free, EDTA free, silicone free and artificial colorant free.

They’ll never leave the house without this branded insulated shopper. This bag
features 600 Denier polyester insulated shopping tote with 26” handles. The zippered
opening to the main compartment has a generous gusset for maximum capacity.

Color(s): Black

Color(s): Black

20: $42.13 | 50: $36.14 | 100: $29.12 | 300: $28.00

25: $30.07 | 50: $25.79 | 100: $20.78 | 300: $19.98

00098
KOOZIE® COLLAPSIBLE FOLDING WAGON

This Modern Sprout self-watering herb kit features a vintage-inspired mason jar outfitted
with a passive hydroponic system and comes equipped with everything you’ll need to start
growing, just add water and set in a sunny window.

A real workhorse, the Koozie® Collapsible Folding Wagon is perfect for hauling gear
to ensure your brand tags along on every adventure. It includes an adjustable handle for
effortless transports and 2 neoprene cup holders to keep your beverage cold and secure.
Not intended to transport children.

Color(s): Emerald, Ice Blue, Ice Green, Purple, Teal

Color(s): Black, Blue, Red

25: $34.61 | 50: $29.68 | 100: $23.92 | 300: $23.00

4: $140.00 | 10: $130.00

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00097
MODERN SPROUT® INDOOR HERB GARDEN KIT
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14
Months
Promotional umbrellas are

kept on average 14 months
and generate over 1,100
impressions in their lifetime!

https://media.asicentral.com/resources/2020-Global-Ad-Impressions-Study.pdf

00099
LOUNGING BEACH CHAIR

00100
COLUMBIA® 14 FUNCTION LARGE MULTI TOOL

Encourage your team to find a little R&R with this branded lounging beach chair. This
relaxing lounger is made of a 600D Polyester main body, that folds for easy carrying with
the handle, and adjustable carry strap. Recommended weight tolerance: 330 lbs.

Align your brand with utility and dependability with this multi-tool from Columbia.
This stainless steel multi-tool features 14 functions including pliers, saw blade, serrated
knife, Phillips head and flat head screw driver, bottle opener, can opener, and a knife.

Color(s): Black, Blue-Reflex, Red

Color(s): Black

20: $23.99 | 50: $22.99 | 150: $21.99 | 300: $20.99

12: $49.99 | 48: $44.99 | 72: $39.99 | 144: $35.00

00101
ASOBU SLIM CAN KUZIE
Stay a part of the conversation at any outdoor gathering with the Asobu® Insulated Slim
Can Cooler. This double wall vacuum insulated sleeve slim can cooler fits over the
standard 12 oz./354 ml straight up slim cans and keeps it colder longer.

NEW for 2022! Stay hydrated and productive with the Asobu Jumbo Jug®. This vacuum
sealed growler features a convenient wide mouth for easy fill, and a silicone straw for
drinking. Made of lightweight shock-resistant Tritan™ material and featuring a silicone
base, this jug is perfect for outdoor adventures.

Color(s): Black, Pink, Unicorn, White

Color(s): Black, Blue, Mint, Purple

75: $19.34 | 150: $18.27 | 250: $17.20

48: $31.09 | 144: $29.36 | 288: $27.63

00103
ANKER® SOUNDCORE SELECT PRO BLUETOOTH® SPEAKER
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00102
ASOBU JUMBO JUG

00104
SLOWTIDE CAMP BLANKET

Get loud and have fun with this branded Bluetooth® Speaker from Anker®!
This Portable Bluetooth® Speaker is perfect for R&R indoors or out and features
powerful 30W stereo sound, IPX waterproof protection, BassUp™ technology,
and 16-hours of playtime from a single charge.

Take your brand on new adventures with this Camp Blanket from Slowtide®! This polar
fleece camp blanket features a soft, plush cozy side and a durable water-repellent
blanket on the other. It comes complete with a zippered cell phone pocket.

Color(s): Black

Color(s): Valen, Bunker

6: $115.74 | 25: $109.18 | 50: $103.99 | 100: $99.99

8: $75.22 | 25: $64.51 | 50: $51.98 | 100: $49.98

00105
RENEW RPET SLING BAG

00106
PELICAN™ 20 QT ELITE COOLER

This brandable classic sling bag is a modern classic that’s at home on-the-go. This bag is
made of rPET recycled fabric and webbing, features a front zippered pocket, dual zippered
opening to the main compartment and an adjustable ambidextrous shoulder strap. This
product is kid-friendly/CPSIA compliant.

Align your brand with the toughest out there with this cooler from Pelican™. This 20 qt
cooler features a tall design that holds 15 cans or 4 wine bottles upright. The molded-in
lock hasp keeps your contents secure and includes an integrated bottle opener. It is made
in the USA and offers a lifetime guarantee.

Color(s): Black

Color(s): Assorted

30: $20.81 | 50: $17.85 | 100: $15.58 | 300: $14.98

4: $218.99 | 10: $214.99 | 20: $210.99 | 50: $206.99

00107
20 CAN BACKPACK COOLER

00108
FITNESS TOWEL WITH CLEENFREEK®

The 20 Can Backpack Cooler is designed for those always on-the-go. This backpack
cooler features a padded back panel and comfortable backpack straps for easy carrying.
Grab-and-go with the removable, adjustable shoulder strap with shoulder pad. This cooler
is heat sealed and features PEVA lining for easy cleaning.

Encourage great health and wellness practices with this 12” x 42” Fitness Towel
featuring Cleanfreek® technology. This durable, soft, 100% terry velour towel will give
your logo an energetic boost! CleenFreek® antimicrobial technology takes this towel
to a new standard.

Color(s): Black

Color(s): Black; Lime; Navy; Orange; Red; Royal; White

24: $34.63 | 65: $33.25 | 110: $31.88 | 150: $30.50

48: $10.42 | 72: $9.65 | 144: $9.02 | 300: $8.51

00110
OGIO® CATALYST DUFFEL

Make a bold statement with your brand on this 35” x 70” colorful premium beach towel.
This durable towel is made of 100% cotton terry velour and can be imprinted or
embroidered with your logo for maximum visibility.

Made for the gym or a weekend trip, this modern duffel has ample room to store and
organize everything you need. This duffel is made of durable 600D rhombus poly/600D
poly material, has a side compartment with large mesh window for ventilation, and a
durable water-resistant bottom.

Color(s): White

Color(s): Black

48: $30.72 | 72: $28.45 | 144: $26.59 | 300: $25.08

1: $65.96

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00109
PLATINUM COLLECTION BEACH TOWEL
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00111
14 OZ URBAN PEAK® SUMMIT VACUUM CAMP MUG

00112
BASECAMP® HAMMOCK

Tag along on every outdoor adventure with this vacuum sealed camp mug. This mug
features an 18 -8 Stainless Steel dual-walled construction, lead-free vacuum seal, and a
durable powder-coated finish. Each mug comes with a 1-year limited warranty.

Align your brand with adventure and feel good while doing it with the Basecamp®
Hammock. This portable, lightweight 210T nylon/polyester travel hammock includes
rope and carabiner attachments that can support up to 500lbs.

Color(s): Black, Gray, Navy Blue, White

Color(s): Black/Grey, Blue/Navy, Olive/Camo, Red/Red

24: $21.79 | 48: $21.09 | 96: $20.39 | 244: $18.99

25: $40.79 | 180: $39.09 | 360: $$37.39 | 500: $33.99

00113
BASECAMP® TUNDRA BOTTLE - 20 OZ.
Stay hydrated and ready to take on the day with this 20 oz. vacuum-insulated bottle from
Basecamp®. This bottle features a powder coat finish with copper lining, double wall 18/8
stainless steel and a proprietary BPA-free insulated lid.

Take your brand into the great outdoors with this classic plaid picnic blanket. This 50” x
52” blanket is large enough for two and is made of soft 100% polyester 160 g/sm fleece
material. The water-resistant backing and compact easy-to-carry pack with fold-over flap
makes it the perfect branded on the go blanket.

Color(s): Black, Blue, Eggplant, Graphite, Lime Green, Navy Blue

Color(s): Black, Black/White, Green/Blue, Navy Blue, Red

50: $19.19 | 250: $18.39 | 500: $17.59 | 2500: $15.99

50: $17.29 | 100: $16.59 | 250: $15.89 | 500: $14.39

00115
RPET ECO WATERPROOF DRY BAG
Add a touch of eco to your promo strategy with this RPET Eco Waterproof Dry Bag. This
bag features full waterproof protection with its roll-top secure system and has extra
storage built in. It’s made of heavy duty RPET fabric from recycled plastic bottle yarn. Be
ready for every adventure with this dependable dry bag.
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00114
PLAID PICNIC BLANKET

00116
MINI COB POP UP LANTERN
Your brand will light the way with this mini pop-up lantern! This useful little lantern turns
on by sliding open and turns off by closing. It also features a metal carry and hanging
handle for added utility and brand visibility.

Color(s): Grey

Color(s): Black

500: $11.39 | 1000: $10.91 | 3000: $10.43 | 5000: $9.10

100: $6.57 | 300: $6.32 | 500: $6.09 | 750: $5.83

00117
TROPICAL SUNSCREEN COMBO
Be the one your customers and employees can count on with this tropical sunscreen
combo. Ready for the poolside, this combo pairs Tropical SPF 30 Broad Spectrum 1.5
fl. oz. bottle with the best-selling SPF 15 Broad Spectrum Lip Balm. Both sunscreen
products offer safe, effective protection against the effects of UVA and UVB rays making it
a practical two-in-one set.
100: $4.21 | 250: $3.86 | 500: $3.76 | 1000: $3.65

00118
FANNY PACK SUBLIMATION FULL COLOR WAIST RUNNING SPORTS BAG
The fanny pack is back! If you are looking for a youthful trendy promotional product, look
no further. This fanny pack features sublimation full color decoration that goes edge-toedge and includes free PMS color matching. Constructed from sturdy 600D Polyester, this
adjustable fanny pack is ready for adventure.
25: $9.68 | 50: $7.99 | 100: $7.06 | 250: $6.63

00120
THE WEATHERMAN® 62 GOLF UMBRELLA

A must have for family game night or to take to picnics, parties, BBQ’s and other events.
This durable fabric board and wooden checker pieces are great for indoor or outdoor use.
Lightweight and easy to transport with the included carrying case, our Giant Checkers Set
is ready for your next get-together!

The Weatherman® Golf umbrella is the perfect companion on the golf course.
Industrial-strength fiberglass prevents breaking and inverting, and vented canopies
withstand winds up to 55 mph. The water-repellent fabric keeps you dry, the UPF 50+
barrier protects you from the sun, and the reflective accents keep you safe at night. Retail
styled packaging features a tag and warranty instructions and individually boxed for easy
and quick distribution. Winner of the 2018, 2019, 2020, & 2021 Golf Digest Editors’
Choice Award for Best Golf Umbrella.

Color(s): Black/White

Color(s): Black, Navy

12: $48.95 | 24: $45.95 | 72: $44.95 | 144: $43.95

12: $84.00

00119
GIANT CHECKERS GAME SET

00122
REGULATION SIZE CORNHOLE GAME

Encourage your team to have fun with this this pickleball set! Pickleball is the fastest
growing sport in America – virtually anyone can enjoy it! This set has everything you need
to get a game going, including 2 wooden paddles, 2 high-visibility Pickleballs, all packed
in a mesh case.

Give your brand maximum exposure with this regulation size cornhole game set! This
cornhole set is perfect for team or family gatherings in the backyard. It features your full
color decoration on sturdy wood construction boards, heavy duty bean bags, and a
carrying case for awesome portability. Add decorations to the bean bags and carrying
case for more branding opportunities!

25: $30.45 | 100: $29.85 | 250: $29.45 | 600: $28.45

3: $302.95 | 24: $295.95 | 72: $288.95 | 144: $281.95

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00121
PICKLEBALL SET
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79

%

79% of promotional product
consumers give away
promotional products that
are no longer valuable, leading
to additional impressions!

https://ppai.org/media/5482/ppai2019consumerstudysummary.pdf

00123
ASOBU H2 AUDIO
A musical, hydrating companion, the ASOBU® H2 Audio lets you listen while you hydrate!
This popular double wall vacuum insulated bottle has been combined with a high
quality set of two rechargeable wireless ear buds and a rechargeable portal. Syncs easily
with any phone or iPad. Hours of playing power after only 1 hour of charging.

Never miss messages or calls while charging wirelessly with this 2-in-1 wireless charging
organizer! This stylish organizer features a space saving design and keeps clutter at bay.
The QI technology charging pad doesn’t require pairing and features overcharge, overheat,
overvoltage protection. Made of eco-friendly materials like Wheat Straw with ABS fibre &
100% Bamboo Panel.

Color(s): Black, Mint, Pink, Red, White

Color(s): Natural Beige

48: $38.43 | 144: $36.70 | 288: $34.97

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00125
P5000 6X FLIP

00126
SMART TAG

Power productivity with the P5000 6x Flip! This 5000 mAh battery has enough power for
more than 2 full charges of most mobile devices and includes all the built-in cables you’ll
need to power any device including a dual micro USB and Lightning® connector, USB
Type-C™ cable, standard USB cable, and an additional USB and Type-C.

Stay on time every time with the Smart Tag Elite. This smart tag allows you to activate an
alarm with a click of a button to find your lost phone or keys. It can even act as a photo
remote, so that you do not have to worry about trying to smudge your screen to hit the
shutter button. The Community Feature in the Smart Tag Elite App will help you find your
items when they are out of earshot!

Color(s): White, Black

Color(s): White

50: $14.98

50: $10.01 | 100: $9.16 | 300: $8.94

00127
AIR-BUDS PRO
New & Improved….The Air Bud Pros are here and are the hottest thing on the Promo
Market. These earbuds will automatically pair to any phone type via a Bluetooth®
connection making them perfect for listening and calls. For these upgraded
Air Bud Pros you will also get a silicone carrying case for the charging case,
carabiner clip and earbud leash in the box.
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00124
WHEAT STRAW 2-IN-1 WIRELESS CHARGER ORGANIZER

00128
SELFIE RING LIGHT
Be ready for any virtual call with the Selfie Ring Light. The Selfie Ring Light features a
large battery, overcharge protection and a convenient clip and compact design that’s
perfect for use on-the-go. The 28 mini LED lights offer three different light settings and
ultra-wide range allow for perfect shots in any setting.

Color(s): White

Color(s): White

50: $22.20 | 100: $20.53 | 300: $19.75

50: $9.03 | 100: $7.37 | 300: $6.60

00129
WIRELESS CHARGING MOUSE PAD

00130
LED RING LIGHT

Master productivity at home or in the office with the wireless charging mouse pad! This
mouse pad features a 10 watt wireless charging pad, all while your mouse seamlessly
glides across the mousepad. You can have your logo printed on either the Wireless
charging portion of the mousepad or directly on the mousepad itself.

The Ring Light is your essential “Work From Home” accessory. This 10-inch LED Ring
Light features 3 Light Modes (White, Natural & Warm) with various brightness levels and
an adjustable table top tripod stand for ultimate flexibility. USB powered. Universal phone
holder included.

Color(s): Black

Color(s): Black

50: $21.85 | 100: $20.18 | 300: $19.17

25: $31.07 | 50: $29.30 | 100: $27.63

00131
SKULLCANDY INDY TRUE WIRELESS BLUETOOTH® EARBUDS

00132
HIDRATESPARK® 3 SMART BOTTLE - 20 OZ
Encourage great health and wellness practices with the HidrateSpark® 3 Smart Bottle.
This brandable smart water bottle tracks your water intake and lights up to remind you
to drink through the FREE Hidrate App powered by Bluetooth®. Choose from three glow
modes for extra motivation every day. BPA free, and food safe Tritan™.

The Skullcandy Indy True Wireless Bluetooth® Earbuds are ready for marathon calls or
listening sessions! These gorgeous earbuds feature over sixteen hours of playback time
and come with a charging case for extra charge on the go. They also feature IP55 Water
resistant rating, built-in touch music and call controls.

Color(s): Berry, Black, Coral, Royal Blue, Scuba, Storm, White

3: $107.09 | 10: $102.83 | 20: $98.59 | 30: $94.33

24: $62.45 | 48: $61.67 | 144: $60.84

Equip your team for the hybrid working world with this tech kit! This seven piece
gift set includes a Big Bang Tech Storage Case, Eclair 4-in-1 Multi-Function Pen,
Jupiter 2200 mAh Powerbank, Light-Up 3 Port USB 2.0 Hub, 3 Piece Charging Cable
Set With Phone Holder, Sound Trek Wireless Earbud with Pouch, and US3702 Neptune
Tech Cleaning Cloth.
100: $37.99

00134
MICROFIBER CLOTH IN POUCH - 6”X6”
Give the gift of clarity with this brandable 6”x 6” microfiber cleaning cloth in a pouch. This
full color decorated cloth is perfect for smartphone, tablets, computers and eyeglasses
and comes in a clear plastic case to make it travel friendly.
250: $1.22 | 500: $1.15 | 1000: $1.12 | 2500: $1.09

Prices subject to change.
Additional charges may apply.

00133
ESSENTIAL PERFECT TECH
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00135
UV PHONE SANITIZER WITH WIRELESS CHARGING PAD
Help stop the spread of germs in your workspace! This device uses UV-C light technology
for sanitization to kill 99% of microorganisms tested! There are two settings, a short
90 second sanitization, and a 5-minute, deep clean sanitization. It can sanitize almost
anything that fits inside (7.5” L x 4” W x 1” H) such as large phones (iPhone 12 Pro Max),
keys, credit cards, watches, eyeglasses, jewelry, etc.. The wireless pad supports 5W
wireless charging.

Light the way for your customers and employees with this great flashlight! This compact
USB rechargeable flashlight features anodized aluminum construction, and 5 modes
including 3 different light levels, strobe and an S.O.S. mode. Includes one rechargeable
battery, USB charging cable and a pocket/belt clip.
Color(s): Black

15: $45.33 | 60: $43.53 | 110: $41.73 | 150: $39.93

12: $33.19 | 25: $32.14 | 50: $31.09 | 100: $28.99

00137
ICAMCOVER PLASTIC

00138
POPSOCKET POPGRIP

Protect your privacy in a virtual world with this stylish iCamCover. This plastic cover easily
attaches to tablets, computer monitors or laptops to keep yourself and others safe from
digital voyeurs and hackers. Just slide the webcam cover over your device’s built-in
camera when not in use.

Keep your brand in their hand with this popular PopGrip from PopSocket! PopGrips stick
flat to the back of your phone, tablet or case with its rinse-able, repositionable gel. Once
extended, a PopGrip becomes a media stand for your device, a photo or texting grip, or
lower it for a video chat. Full-color imprinting available.

Color(s): Black

Color(s): Black/Black, White/Light Gray, White/Black

50: $2.48

100: $5.23

00139
UVCLEAN WAND
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00136
USB RECHARGEABLE TRIPLE OUTPUT LED

00140
LUNATUNE WIRELESS HEAPHONES

Stay clean on-the-go! The UVClean Wand is a portable UV-C light that can be used to
sterilize small devices, door handles, cutlery, etc. when you’re out-and-about in public.
Like sunlight in your pocket, the built-in Ultraviolet Light uses short-wavelength (UV-C)
light to kill or inactivate microorganisms, so you can sterilize on-the-go.

At home, in the office or on the commute, equip your team for success with the
Lunatune Wireless Headphones! These headphones feature a 33 foot wireless range, 2
hour recharge time, 8+ hours of audio playtime, built-in microphone for calling, and
70% noise cancelling. They’re ready for any call or busy environment. Individually retail
packaged.

Color(s): White

Color(s): Black

50: $22.48

1: $101.95 | 10: $96.06 | 25: $88.88 | 50: $86.25

00141
TEMBLOR™ SPEAKER + WIRELESS CHARGER

00142
MUSICBOX KIT

Shock the room with the power of the Temblor™ speaker and charge combo! This wireless
speaker and charger has a 33 foot (10 m) wireless range, up to 2.5 hours of playtime,
5 watt output, and a built-in 5W wireless charging output. Micro USB charging cable
included. Includes laser engraving on bamboo plate.

LISTEN UP! The MusicBox Kit is sure to impress with a combination of great music tech
items that includes Kronies™ true wireless earbuds, a Boxanne™ Wireless speaker and
custom packaging. Any or all of the items can be personalized at no additional charge for
the first 10 names with no setup charges and only a 1-piece minimum.

Color(s): Bamboo

Color(s): Black

1: $57.75 | 10: $53.90 | 25: $50.05 | 50: $48.13

1: $56.01

00143
DOCKSY™ CHARGING STATION

00144
OCTOFORCE 2.0™ QI 8000MAH WIRELESS POWER BANK

Tired of fumbling with messy wires and unsafe charging cords? The Docksy™ is your
three-in-one charging solution. Ideal for a nightstand, desktop, or counter, the Docksy™
allows you to recharge each of your smart devices at once including smartphones, ear pod
cases, and smart watches.

Whether you’re plugged in or going truly wireless, the Octoforce 2.0 Qi wireless
power bank takes charging on-the-go to the next level. Experience an effortless way to
re-energize your devices with an 8000mAh capacity premium lithium-ion battery. Plus,
you can charge three devices at the same time: one wirelessly, one via USB, and one via
USB-C port.

Color(s): Black, White

Color(s): Black

1: $84.00 | 10: $71.40 | 25: $67.20 | 50: $63.00

1: $77.35 | 10: $68.25 | 25: $63.70 | 50: $61.43

00146
NIMBLE APOLLO DUO WIRELESS QI CHARGER

Look good, sound good, upgrade your virtual meeting game with the McStreamy kit.
The bright 10” ring light will keep you well-lit and the studio-quality mic will make sure
your audience hears every word.

Keep all your devices charged with this wireless charger! This charger can charge two
devices simultaneously, up to 15W each. It works with iPhone®, AirPods® (2nd Gen), AirPods Pro®, and Android™ devices. It includes a wall charger, and anti-slip surface made
from recycled silicone.

Color(s): Black

Color(s): Black

1: $60.67

12: $91.95

Prices subject to change.
Additional charges may apply.

00145
MCSTREAMY – MICROPHONE AND LIGHT RING
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83

%

Equip your workforce for
success anywhere! 83% of
workers surveyed felt a hybrid
work structure would be
optimal going into the future.

https://enterprisersproject.com/article/2021/8/hybrid-work-14-telling-statistics
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00147
ASOBU ULTIMATE MUG

00148
SAMSONITE MOBILE SOLUTION CONVERTIBLE BACKPACK

The Ultimate Coffee Mug gives you a classic tumbler combined with the unique features of
a travel bottle. Constructed with copper lining, double walled stainless steel and a ceramic
inner coating gives this mug the full insulation of a regular thermos. Complete with an
adjustable spill proof lid and an easy hold round handle makes this the ideal mug for at
home or on the go.

Prepare your team for work travel or vacation with this chic convertible backpack. This
backpack is made of nylon and includes a water-resistant coating, 5 carrying modes
and padded tech sleeve for laptops. Interior padded tech sleeve fits most laptops up to
14.1” (horizontal) or tablets up to 9.7” Main body of the bag fits most laptops up to 15.6”
(vertical).

Color(s): Black, Blue, Burgundy, Pink, White

Color(s): Black

75: $18.63 | 150: $17.72 | 500: $16.81

6: $173.05 | 25: $148.41 | 50: $119.60 | 100: $115.00

00149
MOBILE OFFICE COMMUTER SLEEVE
Equip your team for their daily commute or work trip with the Mobile Office
Commuter Sleeve. This sleeve features a top flap open with hook and loop fasteners,
interior front slash pocket, and a padded laptop compartment sized to fit up to a 15”
laptop. Store pens, cords, flash drives, a smartphone and more!
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00150
MOLESKINE® HARD COVER RULED LARGE NOTEBOOK
Retail brands are on-trend in 2022! This 240 acid-free page ruled format large hard cover
notebook with rounded corners is a reliable travel companion perfect for notes, sketches
and thoughts. Bound hard cover with rounded corners, bookmark and elastic strap
closure. Ask about branded custom bands to go around the journal for additional branding
opportunities.

Color(s): Black, Granite Heather Grey, Navy

Color(s): Black, Brilliant Violet, Hydrangea Blue, Navy, Scarlet Red, Slate Grey, True
Orange, White

30: $23.61 | 50: $20.25 | 100: $17.68 | 300: $17.00

25: $34.61 | 50: $29.68 | 100: $23.92 | 300: $23.00

00151
TWILIGHT SUPER GLIDE PEN

00152
OTTERBOX® MOBILE CHARGING KIT

Sleek, sophisticated, and branded. Could a pen get any better? This pen comes with a
Super Glide refill that provides an exceptional writing experience, delivering consistent ink
flow and smooth fine writing line. It features a black rubberized finish, slim barrel and steel
clip. Mirror finish laser engraving will make your logo stand out. This pen is perfect to
hand out as corporate gifts or appreciation awards

Be prepared for your next outdoor adventure with the Otterbox® Mobile Charging Kit.
This tough 15k mAH battery includes a 3 in 1 cable that charges a variety of your favorite
devices including Apple (MFi approved), Samsung, LG, Google and more. Ultra slim, highly
mobile design perfect for travel, tight pockets and on-the-go adventures. Limited lifetime
warranty and no hassle customer service through through Otterbox.

Color(s): Blue, Green, Orange, Red, Silver

Color(s): White

150: $1.95

10: $39.99

00154
MAXGLIDE CLICK TROPICAL PEN

When nothing but positive vibes and smooth writing will do, reach for the Vienna Vibe
Pen! This pen features sleek European styling in brushed vibrant colors, black raised
teardrop grippers for added style and comfort, and black anti-fraud ink.

Smooth writing and versatility are a pen click away! This fun frestive pen features a
patented hybrid ink for smooth and smudge free writing, translucent black barrels with
vibrant tropical colored trim and your choice of blue or black ink. Black ink is anti-fraud.

Color(s): Berry Purple, Burnt Orange, Lime Green, Turquoise

Color(s): Lime Green, Orange, Pink, Sky Blue, Yellow

100: $2.34 | 500: $2.23 | 1000: $2.05 | 5000: $1.85

250: $0.86 | 500: $0.81 | 1000: $0.74 | 5000: $0.68

00155
JAVALINA CLASSIC STYLUS PEN

00156
MEDIUM NOTEBOOK

Equip your customers and team with this best selling pen, now with added function! This
beautiful pen features white barrels with classic colored trim, guaranteed ultra-smooth
writing cartridge, and a handy stylus tip. Choose from blue or black ink. The Patriotic pen
with red and blue trim comes with black ink only.

Perfect for any classroom, office space, or home office, this classic notebook just can’t be
beat. Available in a variety of cover colors, this notebook includes 1-color foil or deboss
imprint, 100 sheets of lined filler, and a variety of color binding options. (Black is standard).
Made in USA.

Color(s): White/Black, White/Blue, White/Green, White/Red

Color(s): Assorted

250: $0.90 | 500: $0.83 | 1000: $0.76 | 5000: $0.68

100: $11.34 | 250: $11.02 | 500: $9.44 | 1000: $8.26

Add a touch of style and warm vibes to your next meeting or event with the Cork & Craft
journal. This new journal features smooth natural hard covers with a Cork covered flap
with magnetic closure. Includes a blind deboss imprint and 1 custom full-color, 1-sided
tip-in at front, 80 sheets of off-white, ruled paper, and a matching satin ribbon bookmark.

00158
CLEARVIEW XEOPLANNER

Color(s): Natural/Cork

Keep your work or personal goals clear and well planned with the ClearView
XeoPlanner. This planner features a natural (clear) poly front cover that reveals a 1-sided,
full-color insert as first page. The XeoPlanner weekly stock calendar filler includes monthat-a-glance before each month of weekly pages. Pen/PenPort optional upgrade.

72: $12.50 | 180: $11.55 | 280: $10.58 | 480: $10.23

50: $11.76 | 100: $10.71 | 250: $9.73 | 500: $9.11

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00157
CORK & CRAFT WITH TIP-IN

Office Accessories

00153
VIENNA VIBE PEN
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00159
SHARPIE CLEAR VIEW HIGHLIGHTER
No highlighter shines as bright in office or education settings than the Sharpie Clear View
Highlighter. These highlighters feature innovative see-through tips that eliminate blind
spots while you highlight for precision highlighting. Smearguard ink technology and the
quick drying AP certified formula resists smearing of many inks.

Experience a high performance gel pen with the Sharpie S-Gel. With no smear, no bleed
technology, this Sharpie pen delivers an exceptional writing experience. The gel ink pen
features intensely bold colors for always vivid writing, while the contoured rubber grip
provides you a comfortable experience with any writing task. It’s sleek design and matte
finish make it a pen you won’t want to loan out.

Color(s): Flourescent Pink, Green, Orange, Yelow

Color(s): Black, White

200: $2.72 | 500: $2.45 | 1000: $2.20 | 2500: $1.98

200: $2.12 | 500: $1.80 | 1000: $1.65 | 2000: $1.45

00161
WATERMAN EXPERT FOUNTAIN PEN
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00160
SHARPIE S-GEL

00162
OAKLEY - 22L STREET ORGANIZING BACKPACK

Expert brings smart Parisian styling to your business day. With its generous cigar-shaped
silhouette and wealth of fine materials, it reveals that beneath your executive persona stirs
the creative spirit. Clients and colleagues will know you by your taste for sophistication.

Commuting or working remotely, the Street Organizing Backpack is ready for the task. This
backpack features a 70D ripstop nylon lining, padded internal laptop and tablet sleeves.
The padded shoulder straps and back panel with mesh inserts and sternum and compression straps provide all day comfort. Plenty of zippered storage throughout.

Color(s): Black/Gold

Color(s): Assorted

15: $180.27

1: $73.28

00163
FABRIZIO REFILLABLE JUNIOR PORTFOLIO

00164
UNI-BALL® 207 GEL PEN

The Fabrizio Junior Portfolio is ready to add a touch of style and function to any client
meeting. This vinyl portfolio features a matching interior pen loop (pen not included),
brown felt lining and a perfect bound 5 7/8” x 8 15/16” notebook with 160 ivory lined
pages (refillable).

When long meetings are on the horizon, nothing but the uni-ball® 207 Gel Pen will do. Its
comfortable textured grip allows for control as smooth, even-flowing uni Super Ink™ locks
in ideas, protecting them from water, fading & fraud. Point size: 0.7mm. Ink matches clip
color.

Color(s): Black, Brown, Gray, Navy, White

Color(s): Black, Blue, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

200: $2.99 | 500: $2.90 | 1000: $2.55 | 2500: $2.19

Prepare your team for any quick trip with the Navigator Laptop Backpack. This handsome
backpack features a large main compartment with dual heavy zipper and protected secure
slot, a center zippered compartment with organizational panel and extra inner zipper
pocket front zipper. The sturdy web handle, adjustable wide comfort shoulder straps
and extra padded contour back panel add comfort to any long day at the airport.

00166
20 OZ URBAN PEAK® TRAIL VACUUM TUMBLER
Your team will thank you for this best selling tumbler. This tumbler features a copper-lined,
vacuum-insulated deep draw liner for optimal drinking temperatures and 8X heat
retention. It has a lead-free vacuum seal and features a unique spill-proof AS plastic flip
top design with Tritan snap locking closure lid.

Color(s): Black, Blue

Color(s): Black, Blue, Grey, White

12: $57.19 | 50: $55.59 | 250: $53.99 | 500: $52.39

24: $19.49 | 48: $18.86 | 96: $18.24 | 244: $16.99

00167
SHARPIE MARKER
Bold to the max and permanent to the core, Sharpie Permanent Markers inspire you to
transform ordinary surfaces into passionately creative statements. These Sharpie Fine Tip
Markers mark on the most hard-to-mark surfaces and are durable to produce thinner,
more detailed lines longer than the competition. The alcohol-based ink dries fast and is
non-toxic.

00168
THOR COPPER VACUUM INSULATED BOTTLE 22 OZ
Nothing beats Thor. This bottle features durable, double-wall stainless steel vacuum
construction with copper insulation. On-trend, durable powder coating resists chipping
and provides long lasting beauty. The stainless steel screw-on spill resistant lid includes
a durable stainless steel hand loop. Fits most standard car cup holders.

Color(s): Assorted

Color(s): Black, Grey, Mint Green, Navy, Orange, Process Blue, Red, Silver, White

200: $1.85 | 500: $1.67 | 1000: $1.50 | 2500: $1.35

48: $16.73 | 95: $16.07 | 190: $15.42 | 340: $14.75

The Hudson lunch cooler is perfect for keeping your food, snacks, and drinks cool on a hot
day. Made from durable 300D polyester with a two-tone grey finish, it has two PEVA-lined
insulated zippered compartments, an interior mesh pocket and an exterior side mesh
pocket. Carry the Hudson with you using its carry handles or the 1 1/4” x 48” adjustable
shoulder strap.

00170
CRUMBEE™ DESKTOP VACUUM
When your home office gets a little too homey, reach for the Crumbee. Don’t let its size
fool you, this miniature vacuum can tackle any mess. Effortlessly sucking up crumbs and
other tabletop debris, this vacuum comes in handy for cleaning your desktop, keyboard,
drawers, and more. Cleaning brush included.

Color(s): Gray

Color(s): Black, White

25: $20.99 | 50: $19.99 | 100: $18.99 | 250: $17.99

1: $21.18 | 10: $20.22 | 25: $18.28 | 50: $17.33

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00169
HUDSON 12-CAN LUNCH COOLER

Office Accessories

00165
BASECAMP® NAVIGATOR LAPTOP BACKPACK
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70

%

70% of consumers surveyed
said they form their impression
of a brand based solely
on packaging.

https://packagingoftheworld.com/2017/07/the-power-of-packaging-you-probably-did-not-know-about.html

00171
END-OPEN MAILER 11.5” X 2.25” X 13.25”

00172
CARRY HANDLED 12.875” X 10.5” X 7.5”

The prototypical parcel overnight mailer taken higher. Give your shipment’s arrival the
boost of a custom branded design. The sturdy b-flute shipping box will ensure your
contents arrive in style. Add your own custom artwork, logos, and colors to make the box
distinctly yours. Available in multiple sizes.

This large carryout is a versatile tote, roomy and strong enough for a large picnic.
Comfortable and attractive enough to act as a branded promotional tote or swag box. This
is not a flimsy folding carton or chipboard box – it’s built sturdy to hold either heavy or
delicate items in need of extra protection. Available in multiple sizes.

12: $14.42 | 108: $6.75 | 252: $6.21 | 504: $6.01

12: $18.79 | 108: $11.12 | 252: $10.58 | 504: $10.37

00173
SHIPPER BOX 13” X 13” X 10”
This large, deep, and impactful box can do it all. If you need a big box with a big impact,
this is the structure for you. Add your logo, your event name, or patterns and colors that
say “wow!” to the white corrugated b-flute board. Our digital CMYK printing with UV cure
ensures that the ink pops and has a slight sheen. And with no minimum quantity and
quick production turnaround, you can order boxes on demand. Available in multiple sizes.
12: $19.15 | 108: $11.48 | 252: $10.94 | 504: $10.75

00175
EDDM POSTCARDS
Reach new markets, maintain contacts and more with full color Every Day Direct Mail
Postcards! Printed on premium quality card stock, Postcards and Tear-off Postcards are
an ideal way to attract new business, stay in touch with existing clients, thank and reward
loyal customers. Available in a variety of sizes and formats.
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Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00174
TOP-OPEN MAILER 4” X 4” X 8”
The all white exterior of this tall square gift box can be completely customized.
Add images, text, color, or logos to make this gift box stand out from the rest. And low
minimums mean you can buy just what you need for that special gifting or one-of-a-kind
item. Available in multiple sizes.
12: $11.16 | 108: $3.49 | 252: $2.95 | 504: $2.75

00176
CUSTOM PRINTED TRAY/INSERT
Create a unique unboxing experience while protecting your product with custom printed
trays and inserts! These trays are made to fit in boxes of all shapes and sizes and can
accommodate a variety of products.
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00177
CUSTOM LIFT TOP MAILER BOX
The possibilities are endless with this Custom Lift Top Mailer Box. This box is made of
white/white e-flute material; a high quality print surface. A classic box style that’s versatile,
sturdy and ready to ship directly in the mail. The perfect choice for new employee swag
boxes, subscriptions boxes and eCommerce orders. Contact for sizes available.
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00179
EDDM FLYERS

00178
FOLDING CARTON/PACKAGING WINE BOX
Think outside of the box with your employee or customer gifts this year. These folding
carton boxes are perfect for presenting a bottle of wine or other beverage with colorful
custom packaging.
125: $3.17 | 250: $2.27 | 500: $1.77 | 1000: $1.26

00180
FOLDING CARTON/ NO GLUE BOX

Reach new markets, maintain contacts and more with full color Every Day Direct Mail Flyers! Printed on premium quality paper, flyers are an ideal way to attract new business, stay
in touch with existing clients, thank and reward loyal customers. EDDM Flyers available in
a wide variety of sizes ranging from 4.5” x 12” up to 9” x 12”.

Versatile roll end or no-glue cartons are economical, easy to assemble and load, and work
well for medium to heavy weight products. The paperboard material is safe for indirect
food contact (food should be wrapped). Made of white C1S SBS paperboard. 18 pt. Recyclable material that is an eco-friendly alternative to plastic and Styrofoam. Flood coated
with a gloss aqueous coating.

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

125: $2.84 | 250: $1.94 | 500: $1.49 | 1000: $1.14

Ideal for a variety of window display applications, 6mil white flexible vinyl have removable
acrylic adhesive backs, allowing them to adhere easily to most clean glass or glass-like
surfaces. Printed on weather-resistant glossy material that can be used both indoors and
outdoors, this product works well as POP signage on flat vehicle windows, retail store
windows, etc.
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00205
MAGNETS
Full Color Magnets serve as both magnets and vibrant messaging tools. Printed on
superior 17-point magnetic stock with UV coating, Magnets are the ideal way to help
ensure your carefully crafted message doesn’t get thrown away.
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00204
WINDOW GRAPHIC
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00206
STANDARD BOOKLETS
Booklets are a professional way to organize your material on multiple pages. They allow
more space for your print, thus enabling you to create upscale, organized presentations
that make excellent Retail Catalogs, Artist Portfolios, Training Manuals and more. We offer
multiple sizes and paper stock for your Booklet project.
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00208
MESH BANNER

Fan Cutouts are something to cheer about! Help stadiums, universities, or any big event
fill their seats. Fan Cutouts are made out of durable and waterproof 4mm Coroplast and
come as 18” x 30” - a standard size to fit most stadium seats!
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00209
POLY BANNER

Stop customers in their tracks! Printed on 8oz Mesh, these waterproof products are great
both outdoors and indoors. 8 oz Mesh Banners allow for a 37% air-flow through, making
them ideal for building, stadium, and fence wraps.

Ideal for trade show graphics, soft signage, and interior decoration. These 100% polyester
Fabric Banners are wrinkle-resistant and printed using a superior quality dye sublimation
process. Sewn Hems, Grommets and Pole Pockets options are available for additional
ease in hanging/installation.

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00210
SEE THROUGH WINDOW GRAPHIC
Ideal for a variety of window display applications, 6mil white flexible vinyl (See-Through
Window Vinyl and See-Through Window Vinyl with Laminate) have removable acrylic
adhesive backs, allowing them to adhere easily to most clean glass or glass-like surfaces.
Window Clings, on the other hand, can be applied to the same types of surfaces, only
these products rely on static electricity in order to “cling” to a surface. Printed on
weather-resistant glossy material that can be used both indoors and outdoors, this product
works well as POP signage on flat vehicle windows, retail store windows, etc.
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00207
FAN CUT OUT

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00211
STANDARD POSTER
Get your message out with our high-quality large full-color Posters! Printed on a range
of stocks with the option of glossy and dull finish, we give you the versatility to ensure
your message looks its best wherever it is displayed. Choose from high gloss UV for high
impact. For a softer look, choose gloss AQ and to reduce glare in bright areas choose
Satin AQ.
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00212
WINDOW CLING-CLEAR
Window Clings are near photo quality and ideal for POP signage on glass or glass-like
smooth clean surfaces. They are printed on a glossy material and can be used indoor or
outdoor. Clear Window Clings range in sizes from 3x3 to 12x18 and cling on the front side
of the print.
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00213
YARD SIGN
Catch their attention with easy-to-assemble and cost effective yard signs! Used for
parking lots, real estate, political campaigns, promotions, and more.
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00215
MEMO BOARD CALENDAR WITH MAGNET

Stop customers in their tracks! Ideal for billboards, building wraps, banners, trade show
signage, and more, Full Color Outdoor Banners are durable and ultra versatile. Printed
on 13 oz Scrim Vinyl.

This promotional product is a great reminder as to why your company is the best! These
magnetic write on/wipe off memo boards are made from 12 pt. laminated paper and
feature a monthly calendar stock design. Includes a wet erasable pen and clip, as well as
a choice of magnets or removable adhesive squares (additional charge) attached to the
back. Customize with a four color process imprint and hand out at your next event. Pen
and clip shipped bulk.

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

300: $1.54 | 500: 1.27 | 1000: 1.07 | 2500: 0.93

00214
OUTDOOR BANNER

Capa$ity envelopes will make a great first impression when your customer receives your
package at their door. Why advertise for the big shipping companies when you can have
your company’s graphics on your shipping envelope?
250: $7.50 | 500: $4.22 | 1000: $2.52 | 2500: $1.54

00217
FULL COLOR PRESENTATION FOLDER
Our most popular folder styles are paired with spot print, full color print or foil stamping to
create a folder that is ideal for important documents or everyday use.
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00216
C-02 CAPA$ITY MAILER
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00218
FULL COLOR DOOR HANGER 3 1/2” X 8 1/2”

00219
#10 BUSINESS ENVELOPE

Door hangers are a versatile piece that can add a personal touch to hospitality venues,
create a colorful leave-behind for political campaigns, and more. Choose spot color print
for a highly readable design or highlight photographs or colorful branding with full color!
The flexibility of full color print creates a full color door hanger that perfectly coordinates
with your brand.

Whether you’re looking to complement your letterhead, personalize your invoices and
mailings, or make your announcements better match event décor, custom printed
envelopes are the perfect way to bring your brand to every piece of mail. Choose spot
color print for a striking minimalist design or highlight photographs and other vibrant
images with full color print.

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00220
FULL COLOR NAME BADGE

00221
FULL COLOR RACK CARD

Here’s a fun way to leave a “mark” with your clients and employees! This full-color name
badge is a great promotional tool. Bring your badges to life with full color! The 1/16” white
plastic is full-color digitally imprinted. One of our best sellers, enhance an experience
at an upcoming tradeshow or conference by selecting this item today. There are no
set-up charges and no minimum quantities. Your company can’t go wrong this with great
product.

Personalized rack cards show off your marketing message in full color style. These
informational pieces can bring product and service information to trade shows, point-ofpurchase displays, lobby counters and more. Available in both standard stock weights
and finishes and new durable 12 mil synthetic sheet. Show off your marketing messages
with full color rack cards. Provide informational and educational materials right at your
fingertips.

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00222
FULL COLOR SALES SHEET
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00223
SCREEN & DIGITAL WIDE FORMAT PRINTING

Create informational flyers, colorful menus, white papers with polish, newsletters featuring
photographs, and more with full color sales sheets. Choose from a variety of stocks and
sizes to create a sales sheet that is tailored to your needs. Full Color Sales Sheets offered
on a variety of stocks, printed 1-side or 2-side and four different sizes

Wide-format digital presses can run roll-to-roll formats that include posters, banners,
backlit signs, fine art, billboards, and decals making it perfect for markets for signs, transit
advertising, exhibits, and displays. When larger quantities of wide-format are required,
screen printing offers economy to scale. Whether you require floor graphics, outdoor or
indoor signs, counter mats or magnetic signs, we are ready to assist you.

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00224
STOCK LABELS & TAGS

00225
SHRINK SLEEVES

Stock Labels & Tags. We offer one of the largest selections of stock labels. Nobody carries
more stock labels! Access one of the largest selections of stock labels in the industry,
including thermal transfer labels, direct thermal labels, RFID enabled labels,
floodcoated labels, direct thermal mobile printer rolls, laser sheets, integrated label sheets,
and UL Compliant.

Shrink Sleeves 360° Canvas maximizes marketing space on your packaging. The digital
7-color press, with inline spectrophotometer, improves the ability to match spot colors
and provides consistent high quality print with up to 812 dpi at 8 bit resolution. Reverse
printing on the inside of clear heat shrink sleeve film provides scratch, fade and moisture
resistance, making shrink sleeves ideal for refrigerated products.

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00226
UL COMPLIANT LABELS

00227
VARIABLE PRINTING

UL Compliant Labels. Authorized supplier of printed UL Marks. The demand for
conformance and compliance in today’s market is growing. We Offer: UL 969
and C22.2 No. 0.15 compliant labels, UL/cUL Certified: Flexographic printed labels, UV
digital printed labels, blank die cut labels, UL/cUL Certified Materials: White Polyester
(Stock #2077), Silver Polyester (Stock #42), and more.

Variable data and barcode labeling applications include brand security and protection,
personalization, game pieces and variable coding for security, pharmaceutical and
industrial markets. There are many applications for variable data printing, but the most
common use in the label industry is variable barcodes for tracking inventory. We can help
you with them all!

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

In the 1980’s, RFID technology became fully implemented and applied to transportation
systems, tracking, and business applications. Our RFID Supplier’s Radio Frequency
Identification labels and tags are currently used by the Department of Defense, retail
chains and in many closed loop applications. Our proprietary printing process allows
us to produce RFID-enabled labels with accuracy and low rejection rates.
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00229
DIGITAL LABELS
Digital labels are great for short to medium runs! Laser printing eliminates costly plates
and provides a tool-free method for cutting any desired shape. Create multiple versions
of a label for marketing research, or decrease inventory with smaller quantities at
economical prices!
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00228
RFID LABELS & TAGS
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85

%

85% of people say they form
stronger, more meaningful
business relationships during
in-person meetings
and conferences.

https://images.forbes.com/forbesinsights/StudyPDFs/Business_Meetings_FaceToFace.pdf

00181
6’ STANDARD TABLE THROW
Stand out in the crowd with this full color table throw. This table throw fits standard 6’
tables and comes in a number of fabric colors that you can decorate with full color artwork
for maximum impact and professionalism. Constructed of polyester poplin.
Color(s): Black, Blueberry, Brown, Burgundy, Charcoal, Gray, Hunter Green, Lime Green,
Navy, Orange, Purple, Red, Royal Blue, White, Yellow
1: $202.00 | 2: $175.70 | 6: $165.60 | 12: $151.50

00183
2’W X 90”H EUROFIT STRAIGHT WALL KIT
Get your brand and message across with this banner kit. This double-sided display is 90”
tall, lightweight and stylish. Artwork is dye sublimated on polyester knit. Joints are labeled
for step-by-step frame assembly. Wall cover slips over the frame like a pillowcase for easy
setup.
1: $247.00 | 2: $240.00 | 6: $232.00 | 12: $225.00

00185
7’ TEARDROP BANNER
With a modern style and maximum visibility, this teardrop banner is sure to get noticed!
Available in 4 different sizes and in a single-sided or double-sided format, this flag is
weather resistant and ready for most climates. Hardware includes a professional grade
aluminum with fiberglass top pole. Carry Bag: Nylon.
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1: $149.65 | 2: $142.17 | 5: $135.07 | 10: $128.32

00182
10’ STANDARD TENT KIT
Make your presence known at your next outdoor event with this 10’ tent kit. This popular
tent strikes a perfect balance between cost effectiveness and portability. When set up the
tent is 10’ x 10’ and is constructed of durable, weather-resistant 400 denier
polyester. The frame is constructed of 1 mm steel with a powder-coated finish.
Easily collapses to fit inside the included soft case with wheels.
Color(s): Black, Green, Navy, Royal Blue, Orange, Red, White, Yellow
1: $791.00 | 2: $773.00 | 6: $755.25 | 12: $732.25

00184
3’ X 6’ 13 OZ. VINYL BANNER SINGLE-SIDED
Get maximum brand visibility and durability with this indoor/outdoor vinyl banner.
Constructed of Titan™ 13 oz. scrim vinyl, this banner has staying power. Artwork is
digitally printed with solvent-based inks for maximum color impact.
1: $63.54 | 2: $58.14 | 6: $52.38 | 12: $48.60

00186
8’ FEATHER BANNER
This Premier Feather Banner is one of the most popular designs for outdoor flags, and is
extremely resilient to all types of climates and conditions. It is available in single or double
sided options and each kit includes the banner, poles, ground stake and carry bag.
1: $171.67 | 2: $163.08 | 5: $154.93 | 10: $147.18

00187
PREMIER TUBE STRAIGHT XL DISPLAY - 10’ X 10’

00188
6.5’ X 6.5’ DYE SUBLIMATED CANOPY

This XL Premier Tube Display is a great option when you need additional height on your
display while still achieving the same outstanding, high resolution print quality and an easy
to assemble interlocking frame as our standard sized tube displays. Once the frame is
assembled, simply slide the pillowcase graphic over the frame, zip the graphic closed and
your display is ready to use.

Our professional-grade canopy is the best in its class, setting the bar as the ultimate in
customized, portable shelters. With its 15 inch valances, heavy-duty 600 Denier Polyester
top, easy release thumb latches, vibrant dye sublimated print, and a lifetime warranty
on our frames, we set ourselves apart from the competition. Attract customers, increase
brand awareness, and say it in color!

1: $762.52 | 2: $724.40 | 5: $686.17 | 10: $653.77

1: $704.63 | 2: $669.40 | 5: $635.93 | 10: $604.13

00189
PREMIER RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND - 36”X 80”

00190
AUTOMATIC TOUCHLESS HAND SANITIZER DISPENSER

1: $232.47 | 2: $220.85 | 5: $209.80 | 10: $199.32

1: $148.33

00191
FLOOR MARKERS - MAGNATE

00192
36” IMPRESS A-FRAME KIT

Maximize advertising space by adding graphics in non-traditional high traffic areas. This
high quality, budget-friendly film can be used on smooth surfaces for promotions such
as, floor graphics, table surfaces, and POP. Matte finish extruded vinyl for slip resistance.
Removable up to 3 months.

Direct traffic or get people excited about your new offerings with this A-Frame Kit.
This A-frame includes two easy to install single-sided graphics that creates a two-sided
display. Artwork is vibrantly dye-sublimated on polyester knit. The portable aluminum
frame is mounted on a strong, sturdy, steel base. Indoor use only.

25: $1.97 | 50: $1.62 | 100: $1.45 | 250: $1.36

1: $265.00 | 2: $255.25 | 6: $245.25 | 12: $237.25

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

This Premier Retractable Banner Stand is the ultimate in stylish and long lasting banner
stands. This stand includes a full color graphic, stand and durable travel case and a
limited lifetime warranty.

Provide peace of mind for customers and employees with this sanitizer dispenser! The
Automatic Gel Hand Sanitizer Stand with quick clip front snap frame is designed to display
8.3” x 11.7” posters giving you room for branding and health and safety messaging.
Adjustable Aluminum telescoping pole with solid metal base allows you to use this
dispenser anywhere.
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00194
3/4 INCH DYE SUBLIMATION LANYARDS W/ RETRACTABLE REEL COMBO
00193
3’ X 5’ NYLON FLAG SINGLE-SIDED
Take pride in your brand with this single-sided nylon flag! This brilliantly colored,
custom-printed flag looks great in any environment. Great for indoor or outdoor use.
Constructed of 200 denier nylon. Standard finishing includes canvas header
and brass grommets.
1: $80.00 | 2: $72.00 | 6: $65.60 | 12: $60.00

00195
DELUXE MINI RETRACTOR KIT

Color(s): Assorted
100: $3.19 | 300: $2.91 | 500: $2.52 | 1000: $2.19

00196
10’ TENT FULL WALL (DYE SUBLIMATED; SINGLE-SIDED)

When space is limited, reach for this Deluxe Mini Retractor Kit. This mini retractor also
makes a great tabletop display. Single-sided artwork is printed on tear-resistant Titan™
polypropylene media and is mounted on an aluminum base.

Customize your tent and stand out from the crowd with this full wall. This tent wall is for
use with 10’ sides of our tent frames. Constructed of durable 400 denier polyester, it
holds up in various climates and weather. Heavy-duty zippers on the sides let you connect
multiple walls together.

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00197
10’ STANDARD TENT HALF WALL KIT (DYE SUBLIMATED; SINGLE-SIDED)
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Keep your logo and your badge in view at all times with this 3/4” dye sublimation
lanyard with retractable reel combo! Your artwork will be digitally transferred to the high
quality micro weaved polyester lanyard and the reel. You can choose any PMS color for the
body color and printing color. Perfect for trade shows, conferences and conventions, select
this lanyard and badge reel combo for your next promotional event!

00198
EVERYDAY BANNER DISPLAY KIT

Customize your tent while staying accessible to your patrons with this half wall kit. This kit
includes a half wall, a stabilizer bar and two clamps that attach to Standard tent frames.
Fits 10’ sides of our Standard tent frames. Constructed of durable 400 denier polyester.

Present your brand and messaging with this everyday banner display kit. This display
features a durable steel frame with a long-lasting, powder-coated finish. The display can
hold one or two banners (one banner included; additional banners sold separately).
Banner is constructed of Titan™ 11 mil polyester.

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00199
7’ MARKET UMBRELLA
Set up this 7 foot market umbrella at your next event or party for one of a kind brand
exposure! Constructed with a 7’ arc and 6 panel configuration, this umbrella features a
2-piece solid wood frame, heavy-duty 11mm fiberglass ribs, plastic ferrule and runner,
plus a polyester cover with wind vents so users will be protected in gusty conditions.
Create a billboard for your brand at restaurants, hotels or any other venue or event with
outdoor seating!

00200
BAR-HEIGHT ULTRAFIT ROUND TABLE THROW

Color(s): Assorted

Add a touch of branding and class to your next networking event with this UltraFit Round
Table Throw. This form-fitting throw stretches to fit tightly around tables, creating a crisp,
refined appearance. For use with round tables 31.5” in diameter.

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00201
24” X 36” SELFIE FRAME

00202
SPIN ‘N WIN PRIZE WHEEL KIT

Capture the moment and hashtag-able promotional opportunities with these selfie frames!
These frames are constructed of 4 mm corrugated plastic so they stick around longer
than cardboard and can travel from event to event.

Give your next trade show or event a creative spin with the Spin ‘N Win Prize Wheel
Kit. This prize wheel can be used on tabletops, and leg extensions let you use it as a
standalone display. The twelve prize panels and central disc panel are customizable and
interchangeable. Prize cards and central disc panel can be printed using a desktop printer.

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

00203
4’ X 71” EUROFIT EVOLUTION TWO-SHELF INCLINE WALL KIT
When you want your product to do the speaking at an event, reach for this two-shelf
incline wall kit. This unique addition to the EuroFit family features stylish shelving to
display your promotional products.
Contact Your Sales Professional for Pricing

Add the finishing touch to any tradeshow booth with this classic director style chair.
This chair design is casual, functional and versatile and works great for any event or
location. It’s made in the USA from Appalachian Beech hardwood and features a hinge
lock that keeps the chair stable, and a heavy-duty 14 oz. cotton canvas seat and seat
backing. Seat supports up to 225 lbs. Folds shut for easy storage and transport.

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00304
TABLE-HEIGHT DIRECTORS CHAIR

Color(s): Black, Burgundy, Hunter Green, Khaki, Navy, Orange, Red, Royal Blue, White
1: $170.00 | 2: $164.90 | 6: $159.80 | 12: $154.70
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%

62% of contest participants
share the promotion with a
friend to encourage them to
participate as well.

https://www.easypromosapp.com/blog/en/2015/03/infographic-about-how-users-share-the-online-contest-they-participate-in/

00231
PILSNER BEER GLASS GIFT SET
Enhance a client’s passion for Pilsner beers with the Pilsner Beer Glass Gift Set. This
impressive set features a strong acacia wood case with beautiful dovetail joinery. Slide
open the removable panel door to reveal deluxe beer service for two: 2 12-oz. fluted
beer glasses, 2 real cork beverage coasters and one bottle opener – all showcased
and secured within a form-fitting interior. The Pilsner Beer Glass Gift Set is an attractive
addition to any aficionado’s den.

00232
SEGWAY F25 ELECTRIC KICK SCOOTER
Make your next give away one to remember with this ultra-trendy name brand scooter.
This Kickscooter features a Dual Braking System, front electric anti-lock braking (E-ABS),
and a rear ventilated disc brake, and ultra-bright headlight that can illuminate up to 44
feet for added safety. Only one button is needed to power on the KickScooter, and easily
switch between the various riding modes.
Color(s): Black

1: $136.95

1: $629.99

00233
SOUSCHEF CUTTING BOARD

00234
WAVE WIFI EXTENDER

SousChef is so much more than your average cutting board. Designed to save space
and make meal prep a breeze. A beautifully crafted Canadian maple cutting board meets
an innovative tech station. Includes 5 integrated products: Cutting board, scale, timer,
knife sharpener and tablet/phone stand. Cutting board slides off for easy cleaning. Made
in Canada. A tree is planted for every order placed.

Wave goodbye to dead zones with this WiFi Extender. Wave boosts your existing signal
to increase your WiFi range and your productivity anywhere. Whether you’re upstairs
in a bedroom or relaxing in the backyard, feel at ease when you need a reliable and
secure WiFi connection. Dual bands: 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. 65 foot coverage (2.4 GHz).
32-foot coverage (5.0 GHz). A tree is planted for every order placed.

Color(s): White/Wood

Color(s): White

1: $148.10 | 500: $140.26 | 1000: $133.25

1: $73.10 | 500: $69.30 | 1000: $65.83

00235
FORTE - COMBINATION SPEAKER & WIRELESS CHARGER
Forte is a combination speaker and wireless charger ready to pump up the tunes
and power your phone all night long, making this the perfect work/life balance gift for
your team. Speaker features Bluetooth® 5.0 technology for wireless connectivity, two
impressive 5-watt drivers & a passive radiator for rich bass. 15 hrs playback time and
a 4,400 mAh battery to power speaker and phone make it perfect for any long work
day. Built-in microphone for handsfree phone calls. A tree is planted for every
order placed.
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00236
THERABODY THERAGUN ELITE

Color(s): White

Your team works hard and kneads to release some tension! Theraguns Elite provides
powerful deep muscle treatment, in an ultra-quiet smart percussive therapy device with
advanced sound insulation. Elite works deep to melt away tension and release soreness,
empowering you to care for your body daily. What’s Included: Theragun Elite, Protective
Carrying Case, 5 Attachments (Dampener, Standard Ball, Wedge, Thumb, Cone), Power
Adapter.

1: $90.74 | 500: $85.96 | 1000: $81.67

1: $399.00

00237
OTTERBOX® VENTURE® 45 QT COOLER

00238
PERSONAL FIREPLACE

Nothing beats brand name recognition! This premium cooler is the perfect raffle item or
give away for any event. This cooler keeps ice up to 14 days and includes a bottle opener
accessory, anti-slide rubber feet and durable integrated handles. Made in the USA. Backed
by OtterBox® Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Create ambiance and a memorable event experience for your attendees with these
personal fire places. Give them away as gifts on the way out. These personal fireplaces
are made in the USA out of cement and are fueled by 70% or 91% isopropyl rubbing
alcohol. This item comes boxed with an information and safety pamphlet. Isopropyl
rubbing alcohol is not included. Due to the nature of this product items can exhibit surface
imperfections, variability in texture and color which can affect the look of the imprint.

Color(s): White

Color(s): Grey

1: $428.95 | 4: $423.45 | 8: $417.95 | 16: $412.45

4: $115.00 | 8: $110.00 | 16: $105.00 | 24: $100.00

00239
CUISINART® VENTURE PORTABLE GAS GRILL

00240
ANKER SOUNDCORE LIFE TUNE XR BLUETOOTH® HEADPHONE

The Cuisinart® Venture Portable Gas Grill is a versatile and compact grilling system that
makes the perfect outdoor companion. Perfect for adventurous brands that encourage
an outdoor lifestyle. The stack ‘n go design allows the grill to go virtually anywhere. The
wooden lid doubles as a chopping board; simply remove the cutting board from the top to
prepare your meal. Cuisinart® box included 18.06.L 14.5D 13.25H

Create the ultimate environment of relaxation or productivity for your hybrid workforce
with these headphones. Get optimized noise cancelling in any scenario thanks to
Multimode Hybrid Active Noise Cancelling that blocks 90% of unwanted noise. Tune XR
features fast charging via USB-C. Enjoy 4 more hours of playtime with only 5 minutes
of charging. 60-Hours of playtime (ANC off), 40-hours of playtime (ANC on). Gift box
dimensions: 8.97L 7.44H 2.6W

Color(s): Red

Color(s): Black

6: $272.00 | 25: $256.61 | 50: $244.39 | 100: $234.99

6: $115.74 | 25: $109.18 | 50: $103.99 | 100: $99.99

Filled with everything to inspire an afternoon in the park, a family hike or catching a
sunset. The Igloo® cooler has a larger vertical design that keeps wine bottles upright. It
comes complete with a handy stainless steel bottle opener built into the top of the bag
and a Slowtide® camp blanket that’s the perfect essential for excursions, camping and
events. Inside are sweet & savory gourmet foods including Effie’s® Oat Cakes, Fastachi®
Berry Nut Mix, East Shore Dipping Pretzels and Sweet & Tangy Mustard, J&M Chocolate
Chip Cookies, McCrea’s Cape Cod Sea Salt Caramels and Hammond’s® Caramel Popcorn.

00242
42” ARC – YOURBRELLA FOLDING

Color(s): High-rise & Iron Gate

Create a memorable and useful item that everyone will comment on! This personalized
folding umbrella will be one of a kind, based on the image you upload through our app.
Simply download the Yourbrella App from iTunes or Google Play, take a picture, upload
with a special code and you will receive with your PO. Each umbrella features a 42” arc,
auto open folding design, black rubberized handle and fabric sleeve. Individually packaged.
Pricing includes ground freight delivered to the destination.

6: $255.69 | 25: $225.68 | 50: $185.40 | 100: $180.00

25: $72.00 | 100: $70.00

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00241
IGLOO® WEEKEND ESCAPE GOURMET COOLER TOTE
& SLOWTIDE BLANKET GIFT SET
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00243
BRIGGS & RILEY BASELINE CARRY-ON WHEELED GARMENT BAG
This wheeled carry-on garment bag conveniently carries hanging garments in a protected
structured case while still avoiding checked baggage fees. It’s the perfect gift for the
traveling executive on your team. The durable ballistic nylon outer fabric withstands the
toughest travel conditions. Protected by Briggs & Riley’s Simple as that® lifetime warranty.
Main section features a Wally clamp to securely hang 2-3 suits. Aircraft-grade aluminum
telescoping handle system.

There is a reason, well more than one that this all day tote earned its name. It is
sophisticated yet understated. It is super roomy. It has a pouch for easy access to the
small things. No matter where you are going, this one is coming along. This bag features
cross grain leather, faux saffiano leather lining and a pinmount logo.

Color(s): Navy, Black

Color(s): Black, Blazer Blue

1: $767.00 | 5: $747.00 | 12: $728.00 | 25: $684.00

1: $261.00 | 5: $254.00 | 12: $247.00 | 25: $232.00

00245
DULUTH PACK EXECUTIVE BRIEFCASE
Designed to be tough for the commute while still looking great for that meeting. Made
from tough 15-ounce canvas construction. Featuring premium full-grain leather flap and
bottom, leather grab handle and adjustable padded shoulder strap, two interior full-length
pockets, plenty of storage for items like pens, notebooks, and business cards, two large
exterior pockets on the outside front, zippered pocket on the back of the bag, and a flap
that closes securely with leather straps and high-quality roller buckles.
Color(s): Black, Brown, Brown Waxed Canvas, Burgundy, Camo, Gray Waxed Canvas,
Navy Blue, Olive Drab, Orange, Royal Blue, Olive Drab Waxed Canvas, White
1: $356.40

00247
MATTE ZIPPO® LIGHTER & RECHARGEABLE ELECTRIC LIGHTER
This classic lighter comes in many colors and is packaged together with the
Zippo® Electric Lighter Insert to add a modern twist. This insert allows you to turn your
traditional Zippo® Lighter into a double beam electric lighter. Electric lighters offer a
windproof flame source that can easily be recharged. Comes packaged in a gift box.
Zippo® Lighter made in the USA. Zippo® insert made in China.
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00244
KATE SPADE NEW YORK ALL DAY LARGE TOTE

00246
LEATHERMAN FREE™ P4
4 1/4” closed this Full-sized multi tool with integrated FREE™ technology features 21 tools
including needle nose pliers, regular pliers, wire cutters, hardwire cutters, straight-edge
knife, serrated knife, spring-action Scissors, saw, pry tool, package opener, awl, can
opener, wire stripper, ruler, wood/metal file, bottle opener, electrical crimper, and Phillips/
medium/small/extra small screwdrivers. Gray Nylon Sheath included. Laser engraved.
Boxed. Made in the USA.
Color(s): Silver
24: $164.00 | 48: $162.00 | 96: $160.50 | 144: $159.00

00305
EMBER 14 OZ TEMPERATURE CONTROL SMART MUG2
Designed for home or office, the new Ember Mug² does more than simply keep your
coffee hot. Our smart mug allows you to set an exact drinking temperature, so your coffee
is never too hot, or too cold. Ember then maintains your chosen temperature for up to 80
minutes so your hot beverage stays perfect.

Color(s): Red; White; Cream; Black; Green; Moss Green; Royal Blue; Orange; Pink; Navy

Color(s): Black

30: $50.85 | 96: $49.75 | 144: $48.75

1: $129.95

00306
SONOS ROAM PORTABLE SMART SPEAKER
Experience size-defying sound at home and on the go with this lightweight, outdoor-ready
portable smart speaker. Enjoy hours of music, radio, audiobooks, and more from all your
favorite services thanks to Roam’s long-lasting rechargeable battery.

00307
CALLAWAY 350TL LASER RANGEFINDER

Color(s): Black

Delivers precise distance measurements in a sleek, compact design. The 350TL features
the innovative PowerPad. A new, patent pending technology that allows the laser to be
fired by pressing anywhere on the pad.

1: $179.00

1: $299.00

00308
GARMIN APPROACH® S12 GOLF GPS WATCH
The Garmin Approach S12 Golf Watch gives you all the time-tracking goodness with
golf-specific performance data that lives on your wrist. Check yardage to the front, back,
and middle of the green with a simple glance, plus check the distance to hazards and
doglegs no matter where you are on more than 42,000 preloaded courses worldwide.
®

1: $199.00

00309
COACH WOMEN’S HC7094 SUNGLASSES
The timeless aviator style gets a bold update with a single bridge and a repeating pattern
at the temples. Crafted in lightweight but sturdy metal, the women’s designer shades
resist corrosion from water, sweat, and heat for added durability.
1: $173.00

00310
TITLEIST® PRO V1x™
Titleist® Pro V1x® offers total performance and features long distance, high trajectory,
low long game spin, Drop-and-Stop™ greenside control and soft feel.
6: $86.50 | 12: $85.50 | 24: $84.50 | 48: $83.50

The Blue Yeti X is a state-of-the-art flagship USB microphone for professional-level
gaming, Twitch™ streaming, podcasting and YouTube™ productions. Now with Blue VO!CE
software, you can craft the perfect broadcast vocal sound and entertain your stream
audience with enhanced effects, advanced voice modulation and HD audio samples.

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

00311
BLUE YETI X PROFESSIONAL CONDENSER USB MICROPHONE

Color(s): Black
6: $189.99
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ASOBU AQUALINA .............................................................................00076 ...................24
ASOBU COLD BREW COFFEE MAKER .............................................00089...................26
ASOBU H2 AUDIO ..............................................................................00123 ...................36
ASOBU JUMBO JUG ..........................................................................00102 ...................30
ASOBU ON THE ROCKS KUZIE .........................................................00075 ...................24
ASOBU SLIM CAN KUZIE ...................................................................00101 ...................30
ASOBU ULTIMATE MUG .....................................................................00147 ...................42
AUDEN BAMBOO LAP DESK .............................................................00094...................27
AUTOMATIC TOUCHLESS HAND SANITIZER DISPENSER ............00190 ...................57
BAR-HEIGHT ULTRAFIT ROUND TABLE THROW ............................00200...................59
BASECAMP ® HAMMOCK ...................................................................00112 ...................32
BASECAMP ® NAVIGATOR LAPTOP BACKPACK ..............................00165 ...................45
BASECAMP ® TUNDRA BOTTLE - 20 OZ. ..........................................00113 ...................32
BEEBOP WIRELESS HEADPHONES .................................................00064...................20
BLUE AND OPTIC CRYSTAL BEVELED GLASS TOWERS................00036...................13
BLUE LIGHT BLOCKING GLASSES...................................................00086...................25
BLUE YETI X PROFESSIONAL
CONDENSER USB MICROPHONE ....................................................00311 ...................65
BON APPETIT SLATE CHEESE SET ...................................................00079 ...................24
BRIGGS & RILEY BASELINE
CARRY-ON WHEELED GARMENT BAG ............................................00243 ...................64

EDDM POSTCARDS ............................................................................00175 ...................48
ELLISTON BLANKET™ .......................................................................00093...................27
EMBER 14OZ TEMPERATURE CONTROL SMART MUG 2 ...............00305...................64
END-OPEN MAILER 11.5" X 2.25" X 13.25" ........................................00171 ...................48
EOS™ LIP BALM ...................................................................................00081 ...................25
ESSENTIAL PERFECT TECH ..............................................................00133 ...................37
EVERYDAY BANNER DISPLAY KIT ....................................................00198 ...................58
EVORA CORK BASE CERAMIC MUG ................................................00060...................19
FABRIZIO REFILLABLE JUNIOR PORTFOLIO ..................................00163 ...................44
FAN CUT OUT......................................................................................00207 ...................50
FANNY PACK SUBLIMATION FULL COLOR
WAIST RUNNING SPORTS BAG ........................................................00118 ...................33
FITNESS TOWEL WITH CLEENFREEK® .............................................00108 ...................31
FLEECE SCARF ...................................................................................00018 ...................8
FLOOR MARKERS - MAGNATE ..........................................................00191 ...................57
FOLDING CARTON/ NO GLUE BOX ..................................................00180 ...................49
FOLDING CARTON/PACKAGING WINE BOX ...................................00178 ...................49
FORTE - COMBINATION SPEAKER & WIRELESS CHARGER..........00235 ...................62
FULL COLOR DOOR HANGER 3 1/2" X 8 1/2" ...................................00218 ...................52
FULL COLOR NAME BADGE .............................................................00220 ...................52
FULL COLOR PRESENTATION FOLDER ...........................................00217 ...................51
FULL COLOR RACK CARD ................................................................00221 ...................52
FULL COLOR SALES SHEET ..............................................................00222 ...................52
FULL-ZIP COTTON CARDIGAN..........................................................00004...................6
FUN ON THE GO GAMES - TUMBLE TOWER ...................................00088...................26
GAMES KIT ™ SIGNATURE COLLECTION ..........................................00092...................26
GARMIN APPROACH S12 GOLF GPS WATCH..................................00308...................65
GIANT CHECKERS GAME SET ..........................................................00119 ...................33
GILDAN - HEAVY BLEND™ HOODED SWEATSHIRT ........................00007 ...................7
GILDAN(R) ADULT HEAVY COTTON(TM) T-SHIRT ..........................00001 ...................6
GLOBE AWARD ON TALL MARBLE ...................................................00042 ...................14
HERCULES NON-WOVEN GROCERY TOTE .....................................00080...................24

BUDGET 3 PC. BBQ SET ....................................................................00084...................25

HIDRATESPARK® 3 SMART BOTTLE - 20OZ ...................................00132 ...................37

BULOVA CORPORATE COLLECTION LADIES BRACELET .............00047 ...................15

HUDSON 12-CAN LUNCH COOLER..................................................00169 ...................45

BULOVA CORPORATE COLLECTION MEN'S BRACELET ...............00048...................15

ICAMCOVER PLASTIC ........................................................................00137 ...................38

C-02 CAPA$ITY MAILER.....................................................................00216 ...................51

IGLOO WEEKEND ESCAPE GOURMET COOLER TOTE
& SLOWTIDE BLANKET GIFT SET .....................................................00241 ...................63

CALLAWAY 350TL LASER RANGEFINDER .......................................00307 ...................65
CARRY HANDLED 12.875" X 10.5" X 7.5" ...........................................00172 ...................48
CHOCOLATE COVERED OREO COOKIE ........................................00059...................19
®

CLEAR GLASS SCULPTED ICE VASE ...............................................00027 ...................12
CLEARVIEW XEOPLANNER ...............................................................00158 ...................43

IGLOO ® 20 OZ. VACUUM INSULATED TUMBLER ............................00061 ...................19
IGLOO ® SIERRA INSULATED SHOPPER...........................................00096...................27
INDEPENDENT TRADING CO. - FLANNEL SHIRT............................00022...................9
INDEPENDENT TRADING CO. - MIDWEIGHT FLEECE PANTS .......00023 ...................9
JAVALINA CLASSIC STYLUS PEN ....................................................00155 ...................43
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SAMSONITE MOBILE SOLUTION CONVERTIBLE BACKPACK .......00148 ...................42
SCREEN & DIGITAL WIDE FORMAT PRINTING ................................00223 ...................52

LANDING BRONZE ANTIQUE RESIN EAGLE
WITH CRYSTAL TABLET .....................................................................00037 ...................13
LEATHERMAN FREE P4 ......................................................................00246 ...................64
LED RING LIGHT .................................................................................00130 ...................37
LIGHT & DARK BLUE ART GLASS .....................................................00028 ...................12
LOTUS BOUND FOLDABLE YOGA MAT............................................00090...................26
LOUNGING BEACH CHAIR ................................................................00099...................30
LUNATUNE WIRELESS HEAPHONES ...............................................00140 ...................38
MAGNETS ............................................................................................00205 ...................49
MATTE ZIPPO LIGHTER & RECHARGEABLE
ELECTRIC LIGHTER ...........................................................................00247 ...................64
MAXGLIDE CLICK TROPICAL PEN ...................................................00154 ...................43
MCSTREAMY – MICROPHONE AND LIGHT RING ...........................00145 ...................39
MEDIUM NOTEBOOK .........................................................................00156 ...................43
MEMO BOARD CALENDAR WITH MAGNET ....................................00215 ...................51
MESH BANNER ...................................................................................00208 ...................50
MICROFIBER CLOTH IN POUCH - 6" X 6" .........................................00134 ...................35
MIIR BOTTLE - 27 OZ. .......................................................................00055...................18
®

MINI COB POP UP LANTERN ............................................................00116 ...................32
MINI SONO™ WIRELESS SPEAKER ...................................................00066...................20
MISSION PACK ™..................................................................................00069...................21
MOBILE OFFICE COMMUTER SLEEVE .............................................00149 ...................42
MODERN SPROUT INDOOR HERB GARDEN KIT ..........................00097 ...................27
®

MOLESKINE® HARD COVER RULED LARGE NOTEBOOK ..............00150 ...................42
MULTI-COLOR SWIRL ART GLASS ...................................................00029...................12
MUSICBOX KIT ....................................................................................00142 ...................39
NAPA STEMLESS WINE TUMBLER SET ............................................00062...................19
NEWCASTLE FRAME - 4' X 6' .............................................................00049...................15
NEWCASTLE SHERPA BLANKET ......................................................00063...................20
NIMBLE APOLLO DUO WIRELESS QI CHARGER ............................00146 ...................39
OAKLEIGH VERT PERT/PLAQUE .......................................................00041 ...................14
OAKLEY - 22L STREET ORGANIZING BACKPACK ..........................00162 ...................44
OCTOFORCE 2.0™ QI 8000MAH WIRELESS POWER BANK ...........00144 ...................39
OGIO ® CALIBER 2.0 POLO.................................................................00016 ...................8
OGIO CATALYST DUFFEL.................................................................00110 ...................31
®

OGIO ® JEWEL LADIES' POLO. ..........................................................00017 ...................8
OPTIC CLEAR CRYSTAL CUBE - SMALL ..........................................00032...................12
OPTIC CRYSTAL PALACE AWARD - SMALL .....................................00035...................13
OPTIC CRYSTAL TAPERED STAR TOWER ........................................00030...................12
OPTIC CRYSTAL WEDGE - MEDIUM .................................................00031 ...................12
OTTERBOX® MOBILE CHARGING KIT ..............................................00152 ...................42
OTTERBOX VENTURE 45 QT COOLER..........................................00237 ...................63
®

®

OUTDOOR BANNER ...........................................................................00214 ...................51
P5000 6X FLIP .....................................................................................00125 ...................36
PARAGON - LONG ISLANDER PERFORMANCE
LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT ......................................................................00011 ...................7

SEE THROUGH WINDOW GRAPHIC .................................................00210 ...................50
SEGWAY F25 ELECTRIC KICK SCOOTER .........................................00232 ...................62
SELFIE RING LIGHT ............................................................................00128 ...................36
SHARPIE CLEAR VIEW HIGHLIGHTER .............................................00159 ...................44
SHARPIE MARKER..............................................................................00167 ...................45
SHARPIE S-GEL ..................................................................................00160 ...................44
SHIPPER BOX 13" X 13" X 10" .............................................................00173 ...................48
SHRINK SLEEVES ...............................................................................00225 ...................53
SKULLCANDY INDY TRUE WIRELESS BLUETOOTH EARBUDS .....00131 ...................37
SLANT FRONT CRYSTAL OBELISK ...................................................00034...................13
SLOWTIDE CAMP BLANKET..............................................................00104 ...................30
SMALL CUSTOM CLASS CHOCOLATE DELIGHT GIFT BOX ..........00051 ...................18
SMART TAG .........................................................................................00126 ...................36
SOAPBOX® CLEANSE & SOOTHE GIFT SET ....................................00095...................27
SONOS ROAM PORTABLE SMART SPEAKER ..................................00306...................65
SOUSCHEF CUTTING BOARD ..........................................................00233 ...................62
SPIN 'N WIN PRIZE WHEEL KIT .........................................................00202 ...................59
SPIRAL-SLICED HAMS .......................................................................00056...................18
STANDARD BOOKLETS .....................................................................00206...................50
STANDARD POSTER ...........................................................................00211 ...................50
STICK AND STONE ™ COASTER SET .................................................00091 ...................26
STOCK LABELS & TAGS .....................................................................00224 ...................53
SWEEPING RIBBON AWARD - SMALL ..............................................00038...................13
SYRACUSE AWARD ............................................................................00043...................14
TABLE-HEIGHT DIRECTORS CHAIR .................................................00304...................59
TEMBLOR™ SPEAKER + WIRELESS CHARGER ...............................00141 ...................39
THE CLASSIC ......................................................................................00058...................19
THE NORTH FACE® LADIES RIDGELINE SOFT SHELL JACKET.....00014 ...................8
THE NORTH FACE® LADIES THERMOBALL™ TREKKER JACKET ...00012 ...................7
THE NORTH FACE® RIDGELINE SOFT SHELL JACKET...................00015 ...................8
THE NORTH FACE® THERMOBALL™ TREKKER JACKET .................00013 ...................8
THE WEATHERMAN ® 62 GOLF UMBRELLA .....................................00120 ...................33
THERABODY THERAGUN ELITE .......................................................00236 ...................62
THOR COPPER VACUUM INSULATED BOTTLE 22OZ.....................00168 ...................45
TITLEIST PRO V1X ™.............................................................................00310 ...................65
TOP-OPEN MAILER 4" X 4" X 8" ..........................................................00174 ...................48
TROPICAL SUNSCREEN COMBO .....................................................00117 ...................33
TWILIGHT SUPER GLIDE PEN ...........................................................00151 ...................42
TWO-TONE CRESCENT CURVED GLASS.........................................00033...................13
UL COMPLIANT LABELS ....................................................................00226 ...................53
ULTIMATE RESISTANCE BAND FITNESS SET ..................................00085...................25
UNDER ARMOUR MENS CORPORATE RIVAL POLO.......................00002...................6
UNI-BALL® 207 GEL PEN ...................................................................00164 ...................44
USB RECHARGEABLE TRIPLE OUTPUT LED ..................................00136 ...................38
UV PHONE SANITIZER WITH WIRELESS CHARGING PAD .............00135 ...................38
UVCLEAN WAND ................................................................................00139 ...................38

PELICAN™ 20QT ELITE COOLER .......................................................00106 ...................31

VARIABLE PRINTING ..........................................................................00227 ...................53

PERSONAL FIREPLACE .....................................................................00238 ...................63

VIENNA VIBE PEN ..............................................................................00153 ...................43

PICKLEBALL SET ................................................................................00121 ...................33

W&P PEAK POPCORN POPPER ........................................................00053...................18

PILSNER BEER GLASS GIFT SET - MLB ...........................................00231 ...................62

WATERFORD ® MARKHAM STACKING DECANTER
& TUMBLER SET .................................................................................00046...................15

PLATINUM COLLECTION BEACH TOWEL ........................................00109 ...................31
POLY BANNER ....................................................................................00209 ...................50
POPSOCKET POPGRIP .....................................................................00138 ...................38
PREMIER RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND - 36" X 80" ....................00189 ...................57
PREMIER TUBE STRAIGHT XL DISPLAY - 10' X 10'.........................00187 ...................57
QUARTER-ZIP COTTON BLEND SWEATER ......................................00003...................6
REBEL WITH A CAUSE .......................................................................00074 ...................21
REGULATION SIZE CORNHOLE GAME ............................................00122 ...................33
RENEW RPET SLING BAG..................................................................00105 ...................31
RFID LABELS & TAGS .........................................................................00228 ...................53
RICHARDSON - ADJUSTABLE SNAPBACK TRUCKER CAP ...........00019 ...................9
RPET ECO WATERPROOF DRY BAG .................................................00115 ...................32

WATERMAN EXPERT FOUNTAIN PEN ...............................................00161 ...................44
WAVE WIFI EXTENDER .......................................................................00234 ...................62
WEEKENDER BUNDLE .......................................................................00067...................20
WHEAT STRAW 2-IN-1 WIRELESS CHARGER ORGANIZER............00124 ...................36
WINDOW CLING-CLEAR ....................................................................00212 ...................51
WINDOW GRAPHIC ............................................................................00204 ...................49
WINE GIFT SET ...................................................................................00083...................25
WIRELESS CHARGING MOUSE PAD ................................................00129 ...................37
WOMEN'S TREMBLANT KNIT JACKET .............................................00005...................6
YARD SIGN ..........................................................................................00213 ...................51

Prices subject to change. Additional charges may apply.

PATRIOT COOLER TOTE 8 GALLON .................................................00073 ...................21

PLAID PICNIC BLANKET ....................................................................00114 ...................32

Index

KATE SPADE NEW YORK ALL DAY LARGE TOTE ............................00244 ...................64
KOOZIE® COLLAPSIBLE FOLDING WAGON ....................................00098...................27

RUPERT CLOCK..................................................................................00044...................14
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Solutions to Your Everyday
Marketing & HR Challenges

We are experts at finding solutions that you don’t have time to search for.
Leaving you to stay focused on your day-to-day, while your ideas become reality.

HERE’S HOW OUR PROCESS WORKS...

LISTEN

First, we start by listening to you and learning about your
ideas, target audience, and unique needs.

CURATE

Next, we curate and present print, promotional products,
and packaging that aligns with your needs.

DELIVER

Lastly, we set up an online ordering site, collect orders,
and manage all the shipping and fulfillment for you.

Have a project that requires branded solutions and fulfillment?
Put us on it and we’ll make you and your brand look great.

We Can Help You Plan Early, Avoid Delays
And Save Money On All Your 2022 Projects.
Ask us today about how we can help you with planning and staying
ahead of all your upcoming promotions and programs.

New Hire
Kits

Welcome Back
Kits

Health & Safety
Kits

Back to School

Uniform
Programs

Recognition
Programs

Loyalty
Programs

Sponsorship
Programs

Sustainability
Programs

Sales Prospecting
Campaigns

Company
Stores

In-Person &
Virtual Events

Wellness Gifts

Seasonal
Promotions

Holiday Gifts

